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Introduction

Looking back at the past from the end of 2021, the crypto industry has gone again
through Bitcoin’s rise and fall, the tough withdrawal policy in mainland China and the
global explosion of NFT vertical. The intersection of finance and technology is dizzying.
The daily dynamics and technologies reflect that crypto is facing explosive growth.

According to Wind’s data on the return of major assets, Bitcoin is the best performing
major asset and/or alternative asset in 2021, with a growth rate of 72% from the beginning of the year to the end of the year, surpassing crude oil and natural gas. Digital
assets are disrupting the entire financial market, and Bitcoin is just a microcosm of it.
Blockchain drives changes in the entire financial ecosystem, from deposits to
payments, lending, investing and any transaction of value.
In the first half of 2021, Bitcoin continued its 2020 rally. With the news that Tesla bought
Bitcoin and supported Bitcoin as a payment method for its products, the price of Bitcoin
soared again, reaching as high as 60,000 USD in April. Then, starting in May, the price of
Bitcoin plummeted several times in the face of China’s crackdown on cryptocurrency
mining and speculation.
Not only China, but also mainstream countries such as the United States, South Korea,
and the United Kingdom have questioned the blockchain industry to varying degrees.
Several hot wallet thefts, free airdrop scams, blockchain scam text messages and
phone calls have raised concerns about this nascent industry.
In the "roller coaster" of Bitcoin's ups and downs, it is not difficult to see that in the
entire financial ecosystem driven by blockchain, there are still many problems that
need to be solved. Compared with traditional finance, can new financial services based
on blockchain technology ensure the safety of people’s assets? Can current infrastructure create opportunities for economic growth and broader economic activity? Can DeFi
be truly decentralized? And how do decentralized financial services deal with regulatory
issues? Cryptocurrencies have always been claimed to protect personal privacy, but
how do centralized exchanges deal with anonymity?
These series of problems are inseparable from the technological development of the
blockchain industry. Perhaps the Ethereum upgrade was the actual protagonist in 2021.
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Bitcoin's ups and
downs this year are
related to current
affairs hotspots

Source: CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs

Blockchain transaction congestion is a technical problem that needs to be solved
urgently, and scalability has become a frequently debated topic since the DeFi Summer.
High gas fees and congested network have become the major prerequisites for the
explosion of Layer 2 ecosystems this year. Although Ethereum introduced EIP-1559 in
the August 5 London upgrade, its performance improvement has been nowhere near
the speed of user and ecosystem expansion.
After the implementation of financial applications, the interoperability between blockchains has also been developed, and cross-chain asset projects have received more
attention, such as Cosmos, Terra, Polkadot, etc. At the same time, Polygon, Arbitrum,
Opitimism and other side chains of the Layer 2 ecosystem related to Ethereum are also
trying to alleviate the congestion problem.
Behind Ethereum's
solid 2021 uptrend is
a sharp rise in
transaction counts

Source: CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs
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2021 is undoubtedly the year of NFT carnival. In the past year, this field has become
mainstream from a hidden niche community through the detonation of various major
events and has madly occupied the headlines of major websites.
Beeple's sky-high auction at Christie's has attracted the attention of many non-crypto
people. Traditional industry giants such as NBA, Adidas, Nike, Christie's, LV, Disney,
Ant, Tencent, and JD.com have invested in the NFT field. NFT sales are continuously
breaking records. NFT has fundamentally changed the relationship between users and
digital goods through blockchain technology, allowing users to technically own them in
addition to obtaining a usage value. There are fierce disputes over the rights obtained by
NFT collectors, as the head-to-head confrontation between BAYC and CryptoPunks at
the end of 2021.
Through the disputed ownership of rights in this confrontation, we can clearly perceive
that the public discussion has gradually shifted from digital goods such as pictures,
music, and videos to the attributes of intellectual property rights. Perhaps, the future
NFT can detonate an intellectual property legal revolution in various countries.

Beeple’s NFT work
Everydays, sold for
$69.346 million

Source: Christie’s, KuCoin Labs
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Behind the popular NFT projects such as NBA Top Shot, BAYC, and Loot, there is
undoubtedly a well-known cohesion: community. NFTs are one of the ways these
communities push their ideas and express themselves. In addition to NFT, there may be
a more direct, more eye-catching, and more provocative way: Memecoin.
When it comes to Memecoin in 2021, we must mention Dogecoin (Dogecoin) and Shiba
Inu (Shishi Inu). As of December 31, 2021, Dogecoin has risen more than 8000% and
Shiba Inu has risen more than 600,000 times, making SHIBA the fastest-rising crypto
asset this year.

Sources: Coingecko, KuCoin Labs

Behind a mad speculation, massive ideological movements are worthy noticing.
Compared with the entry threshold of traditional ideological movements, Memecoin
has a lower entry threshold: a large number of tokens can be purchased for only a few
cents, and the supply of tokens is extremely large or unlimited. Anyone can join a meme
group in which they recognize anytime and anywhere by simply buying tokens. This may
be a force that is growing brutally and is more shocking than a religious movement.
Eric Hoffer's 1951 book The True Believer deals with the nature of mass movements. In
most successful mass movements, people are accustomed to giving up their personal
identities and have a strong attachment to their group cause. In fact, the price of Memecoin is driven by purist community.
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Despite the witty beginnings, Memecoin in 2021 brings us far beyond the earliest jokes
and ironies. Many people think that the shortcoming of Memecoin is that its price is
greatly affected by community sentiment, but perhaps this reflects from another aspect
that Memecoin belongs to the mass. The idea of the mass can directly determine the
life and death of a Memecoin, which has never happened in past monetary systems.

The above is a recap of some of the events in 2021. This report will combine the current
affairs hotspots of each track to conduct more in-depth dates, thinking and projections
around the fields of infrastructure, metaverse, NFT, DeFi, DAO, security, etc. Which will
also help us look forward to the prospects of the blockchain industry in 2022.
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Impact of
infrastructure

In August 2021, Ethereum completed the "London" upgrade, a milestone step towards
Ethereum 2.0. In this upgrade, five main Ethereum EIPs (Ethereum Improvement Proposal)
are activated, which respectively act on gas fee calculation logic change, difficulty bomb
delay, smart contract user experience improvement, zero-impact refund reduction, mainnet
code modification facilities. Among them, EIP-1559, which is used to change the logic of gas
fee calculation, has attracted a lot of attention and discussion.

1

Ethereum
London Upgrade,
Underlying
Ecosystems
Changes

EIP-1559 aims to change the original transaction auction method of "highest bidder wins",
using the gas mechanism of "base fee" + "tips" to theoretically control MEV (Miner Exctractable Value) within a relatively reasonable range. At the same time, the "basic cost" of gas
are burned and destroyed, so that ETH will gradually form a deflation model in the long run,
and result on rising the price of ETH. Driven by such a purpose, EIP-1559 shifts the control
of transaction confirmation from miners to the transaction confirmers themselves,
suppressing the interests of the miner group to a certain extent, resulting in the breaking of
the established balance of all parties in the Ethereum network ecosystem.
As a huge market on Ethereum, MEV generates about $1 million - $4 million in value every
day. In addition to market size and potential profit opportunities, MEV also directly affects
the usability and security of blockchains today. The DeFi Summer in 2020 and the NFT
Summer in 2021 have successively boosted the usage frequency of Ethereum, which is
limited by the current performance of Ethereum, causing network congestion. With MEV
remaining high, it is often used in the structural arbitrage strategies of DeFi traders, like
during arbitrage opportunities when Uniswap’s liquidity pool assets are mispriced.
The price of ETH continues to show a downward trend in the second half of 2021. After the
“London” upgrade, the ETH price went up shortly. The Ethereum network data indicates
that the short-term miners’ income still shows an increasing trend. The gas fee price of the
Ethereum network ranges from about 36 gwei to 637 gwei in the short term, which is no
significant change from before the upgrade.
From a community perspective, it takes a lot of time for the main Ethereum development
team to convince all parties in the Ethereum community to accept the new ETH 2.0 solution.
The main reasons include lobbying the vested interests under the current mechanism and
rules to give up part of their personal interests. For example, EIP-1559 has been questioned
and opposed by the miner community.
Technically, the “difficulty bomb” embedded in Ethereum’s code to increase mining difficulty
has been delayed from July to December 2021. The implementation of this mechanism
written in 2015 has certain risks, especially with the growth of the Ethereum ecosystem,
coupled with the transition from PoW to PoS at this time, these major changes in the "rules
of the game" may result in the imbalance of each partie’s interests, community disagreement, and even directly lead to consensus bifurcation, breaking the current stable situation.
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In terms of the market, concepts and innovations such as DeFi, NFT, and Metaverse
continue to put pressure on the performance of Ethereum. During the transition period
before ETH 2.0 stabilizes, the market continues to promote the development and
innovation of the competitive ecosystems of Ethereum, of the EVM-compatible Layer 1
solutions (Ethereum Virtual Machine) and the Ethereum Layer 2 scalability solutions.

2

2021 for
Underlyging
Ecosystems

According to CoinMarketCap, as of January 9, 2022, 49 of the top 100 projects on the
entire network are underlying ecosystem projects.
Among them, Ethereum and its derivative ecosystems occupy a small part, including
Binance Smart Chain, Polygon, Cardano, etc. The Cosmos ecosystem, includes also
top-level public chains such as Terra, Celo, Secret Network, etc. The Polkadot ecosystem, which is also labeled as a "cross-chain" ecosystem as Cosmos, has for the
moment, only its mainnet and testnet Kusama on the list. The other nearly half of the
seats are more independent and diverse underlying architectures, such as Solana,
Flow, Algorand, Near, etc.

CoinMarketCap Top 100
Cryptocurrency,
Undelying Layer ranking
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Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs
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In the following pages, we will focus on comparing the Layer 1 ecosystems that are
compatible with Ethereum and those that are not: Binance Smart Chain, Solana,
Avalanche, Near; and the Layer 2 ecosystems of Ethereum: Polygon, Optimism,
Arbitrum. From the observation of the development issues and directions of the underlying ecosystems in 2022, we expect to demonstrate the continuous impact of the
Ethereum 2.0 upgrade process.

2.1 2021 for Layer 1
TVL Comparison
The TVL (Total Value Locked) of an underlying public chain is one of the indicators of the
value of a decentralized network, representing the sum of the value of all staked assets
in the network. When we pay attention to TVL, we can obviously see the wealth effect of
a network, and can also effectively compare the value of a decentralized network with a
centralized one.
BSC TVL

Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs

Solana TVL

Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs
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Avalanche TVL

Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs

Near TVL

Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs

Ethereum TVL

Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs
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For the observation of the market capital flow, TVL is an indicator that lags behind time and
does not give room for long-term expectation. Ethereum is undoubtedly the main network
for market capital reserves. Networks such as BSC, Solana, Avalanche and others have
become diversion ecosystems to bear the market capital pressure during the performance
upgrade of Ethereum. They have all reached the billion-level capital flow, with the gap with
Ethereum is 10 times or so.
Near has enabled the verification nodes of the Ethereum Layer 2 scheme Aurora in early
September 2021, supporting the cross-chain rainbow bridge from Near to Ethereum, but
there is no clear capital inflowing to Near from Ethereum. With the underlying architecture
with sharding technology as the core, Near has many heavy technical developments awaiting to
be done. We are a year away from the Dynamic Resharding of Phase 4 in its roadmap, and Near
ecosystem will be needing for market and capitals to confirm affirm its stability.

Nodes Comparison
As the underlying architecture of the entire industry, the Layer 1 ecosystems are infrastructures that embody and implement the spirit of crypto concepts and technologies. The
degree of decentralization of an underlying network is an important indicator to verify its
stability and security. So we first observed the number and distribution of nodes in Binance
Smart Chain, Solana, Avalanche and Near (the following data is taken from January 8, 2022).
BSC Top 25 Validators
by Blocks

Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs

Solana nodes’ number
and distribution

Source:CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs
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Avalanche nodes’
number and distribution

Source: AvaScan, KuCoin Labs

Near nodes’ number

Source: Near Explorer, KuCoin Labs

We can first see that in terms of the number and distribution of nodes, the Solana ecosystem has a clear advantage with 1,375 active nodes covering almost all time zones. The
Avalanche ecosystem's 1,203 active nodes also give it a good degree of decentralization, but
we noticed that the geographical distribution seems to have a clear tendency towards
computing power in Europe and the United States (incomplete data). As a rising star in 2021,
Near is gradually expanding its network, with 70 validator nodes (562 online nodes in total,
geographical distribution unknown). Compared with the previous two, Near is still in its
early stage, in terms of decentralization, stability and security.
Binance Smart Chain as a particular nerwork, is an exchange public chain. When we
retrieved data on January 8, 2022, only 21 active nodes (geographical distribution
unknown) is processing all transactions. Relying on the influence of Binance Exchange,
BSC benefits a good traffic and built a rich ecosystem especially since 2020. Its
node-centralized network is more a choice for centralized consensus rather than a lack
of node decentralization.
As of January 8, 2022, ETH 1.0 has 3,767,748 validating nodes (EtherScan data), and
ETH2.0 nodes have exceeded 200,000. Ethereum has an almost monopolistic position in
terms of appeal, influence, degree of decentralization, where it’s more and more
difficult for new chains to surpass in terms of absolute quantity and distribution.
Page
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TPS Comparison
TPS (Transactions Per Second) is one of the criteria to measure the performance of an
underlying architecture. It mainly focuses on the processing speed of network transactions in an ecosystem, which directly affects the experience of network participants and
users. We then observed the TPS indicators of Binance Smart Chain, Solana,
Avalanche, Near (the data below was taken on January 8, 2022).
BSC Transactions
Per Day

Source: YCharts, KuCoin Labs

Solana TPS

Source: SolanaBeach.io, KuCoin Labs

Avalanche C-Chain TPS

Source: stats.avax.network, KuCoin Labs
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Near Daily Transaction

Source: Near Explorer, KuCoin Labs

Here, we first need to clarify the factors that affect the TPS indicator of a public chain.
These include but are not limited to underlying internal factors such as consensus
mechanism, data structure, encryption algorithm, block parameters, transaction
validation mechanism, etc., as well as external factors such as hardware resource
allocation, test environment, and external factors such as judgment benchmark deviation. The above data is only for general reference, and different situations would occur
corresponding to different practical application scenarios.
We can see that the Binance Smart Chain based on the underlying structure of Ethereum has made a lot of modifications to the bottom layer of the latter. Compared with the
current TPS of about 14 in Ethereum, it has been greatly improved. As of December 31,
2021, The TPS on BSC reaches approximatively 75.24. However, compared with more
independent structures as Solana, Avalanche and Near, BSC has obvious limitations on
the TPS indicator.
Solana is currently at 3,290 TPS, Avalanche at 300 and Near at 20. Compared with the
optimal TPS of 50 000, 4 500 and 100 000 officially announced by those ecosystems, we
can notice that the pressure test range has not yet been touched. We can indirectly
deduct that the current occupancy rate of these networks is still relatively low.

Gas Consumption Comparison
Like TPS, the gas consumption of a public chain is affected by many internal and
external parameters of the network, mainly reflecting the costs of network participants
and users. When the network usage reaches a certain level and causes congestion, the
user will increase the corresponding gas consumption in order to increase the miners’
packing speed, so the gas consumption also reflects the congestion degree of a
network.
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Binance Smart Chain
Daily Gas Used Chart (in
USD units)

Source: BSCScan, KuCoin Labs

Daily sum of transaction
fees paid for Solana (SOL)
from April 9, 2021 to
December 6, 2021
(in native units)

Source: Statista, KuCoin Labs
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Avalanche Burned Fees
(in AVAX units)

Source: AvaScan, KuCoin Labs

Near Gas Used
14 Day History

Source: Near Explorer, KuCoin Labs

By multiplying the best monthly prices of $SOL, $AVAX and $NEAR in the secondary
market in 2021, to the gas consumption volume based on their native token unit, we get
their gas consumption unified under USD unit, and thus get to compare their highest
gas consumption in 2021.
BSC 2021 maximum gas consumption: about $2200 billion
Solana: September 2021 SOL price peaked at $140,52, consuming 1,270 SOL = $178,460
Avalanche: August 2021 AVAX price peaked at $84.94, consuming 342.44 AVAX = $29,086.85
Nea: April 2021 NEAR price peaked at $13.5, consuming 816.74 NEAR = $8,167.45

BSC gas consumption is the highest. In addition to the lowest impact of network performance, it also indicates that the movements on BSC are very active. The congestion of
the BSC network has also caused the market demand for $BNB, and indirectly
increased the price of it. There is an obvious wealth-making effect for $BNB holders,
but the network usage cost and threshold have become much higher, while the network
usage experience is decreasing. In addition, the independent ecosystems in the market
rised in 2021, and BSC faced a lot of challenges. However, BSC’s network occupancy
has hovered around 40% since December 2021, indicating that it still has plenty of room
to accommodate further user and transaction growth.
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Looking at Solana again, on January 8, 2022, each block processes about 3 times more
transactions than BSC, because its performance advantages can more effectively
reduce the consumption of gas. Currently, we did found its network occupancy data to
prove its room of growth in users and volumes.
Avalanche and Near ecosystems will only process about 15 transactions per block on
January 8, 2022, which is far from their optimal TPS performance. It is worth noting that
the Avalanche occupancy rate is at 22.99%, which is still at a low level in the market. Its
TPS and gas consumption are not yet sufficient to verify its theoretical optimal performance, so this indicator does not yet have an effective reference value.

2.2 2021 for Ethereum Layer 2 Scaling Solutions
In mid-2021, many Ethereum Layer 2 solutions have received good attention from the
market. Such as Polygon, Opitimism, zkSync, Immutable X, Arbitrum, etc. Theses side
chain solutions, rollups, and zero-knowledge proof technologies are expanding the
existing ETH1.0, as well as supporting and building ETH2.0.
In our definition of Ethereum Layer 2, we mainly use the official definition of the projects
as a benchmark. Next, we will observe the comprehensive performance of Layer 2
solutions in 2021 from the aspects of TVL, registered and active addresses.

TVL Comparison
At the TVL level, we can see that the Polygon ecosystem, which calls itself "Ethereum
Layer 2", has a very bright market trend in 2021. Polygon is actually a "side chain" that
is self-sufficient and secure, not a Layer 2 solution in a strict sense, nor is it a scaling
solution according to the Ethereum ecosystem consensus. In 2021, Polygon attracted a
large number of developers and market funds mainly by virtue of its strong community
effect. As of December 31, 2021, Polygon Network TVL reached $5.47 billion.
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Polygon TVL

Source: DefiLlama, KuCoin Labs

Optimism TVL

Source: DefiLlama, KuCoin Labs

Arbitrum TVL

Source: DefiLlama, KuCoin Labs
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In contrast to Optimism, TVL as of December 31, 2021 is $342.99 million. Although
Optimism is the “official” Layer 2 solution designated by Ethereum ecosystem consensus, it does not adopt the same architecture as Ethereum Layer 1 on EVM, but develops
an independent OVM, which may make it slow to divert liquidities from Ethereum Layer
1. To this day, Optimism still has an ecosystem whitelist, with only projects and teams
that have passed the whitelist review are allowed to develop on Optimism, which also
makes the ecosystem development of Optimism not as fast as other Layer 2s, but
relatively steady.
Arbitrum is built on the basis of Optimistic Rollup and is also included in the Ethereum
scaling solutions by Vitalik Buterin. Which means it follows the "Ethereum orthodoxy".
It differs mainly from Optimism in the way it handles fraudulent online transactions. As
of December 31, 2021, Arbitrum TVL reaching the order of $1.87 billion is also inseparable from its relatively open ecosystem development strategy. The active deployment of
powerful tools and applications on the DeFi track such as Metamask, Chainlink, Truffle,
Bancor, MCDEX, Hop Protocol, Connext, and Uniswap has enabled Arbitrum to
accumulate potential energy beyond Optimism in the short term.

Unique Addresses and On-Chain Transactions Comparisons
The number of on-chain addresses and the number of on-chain transactions are two
indicators that simply measure the influence and activity of a network.
In 2021, the number of addresses on the Polygon chain has been skyrocketing since
May, reaching approximately 127 million as of January 8, 2022. However, we can see that
the data on the number of active addresses on the chain does not conform to this rising
trend in the absolute number of addresses on-chain.
Polygon PoS Chain
Unique Addresses Chart

Source:
PolygonScan,
KuCoin Labs
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Active Polygon PoS
Chain Addresses

Source: PolygonScan, KuCoin Labs

October-December 2021 just fits the stage of frequent fluctuations in the market
environment. The repeated number of active addresses on Polygon also reflects the
instability of its number of transactions, but even during this adjustment period, the
Polygon ecosystem has maintained a very good growth rate of new addresses, which
shows its extraordinary market effect.
Polygon Top 25
Validators by Blocks

Source: PolygonScan, KuCoin Labs
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It has to be mentioned here that Polygon, as an Ethereum PoS side chain, has its own
nodes to verify transactions and protect network security. In the graph of Polygon's top
25 validators ranked by blocks on January 8, 2022, we can see a total of 67 validators in
the past 7 days, with a total of 288,936 blocks. It seems relatively early to consider
Polygon to be mature enough on network security, stability and decentralization, which
may also become the aspects of criticism that Polygon will be facing in 2022.
Looking at the number of addresses on the Optimism and Arbitrum chains and the
number of daily transactions, we can see Polygon-like lines and asymmetry between
the two numbers. Similar to the TVL data here, the data magnitude of Polygon and
Arbitrum is higher than that of Optimism.

Optimism Unique
Addresses Chart

Source: Optimistic EtherScan, KuCoin Labs

Optimism Daily
Transactions Chart
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Arbitrum Unique
Addresses Chart

Source: ArbiScan, KuCoin Labs

Arbitrum Daily
Transactions Chart

Source: ArbiScan, KuCoin Labs

We can think that Optimism and Arbitrum development style differ. The former may pay
more attention to technical development and architectural stability, and will seek
security in the gradual construction, and will not produce short-term network effects in
terms of market traffic. Arbitrum, which also uses Optimistic Rollup, is more in line
with market development and begins to share traffic and operations for Ethereum L1,
and will continue this trend in 2022.
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Under the competition of Arbitrum, the lower-cost competitive direction of Polygon
ecosystem will be to reduce the layout of DeFi, and instead develop on aspects such as
NFT and metaverse, so as to achieve differentiated competition in business terms. But
this direction is also full of brave teams. Immutable X, the Ethereum NFT Layer 2
solution in 2021 for example, is also a strong opponent to Polygon ecosystem.

Gas Price Comparison
As an important offloading scheme of Ethereum, Layer 2s usually attracts network
users/participants with faster transaction processing speed and lower network fees,
thereby sharing the transaction and verification pressure of Ethereum Layer 1.
We compared the single gas fee generated by Ethereum Layer 2s when transferring
$ETH or other tokens, and swapping tokens. We found that among Polygon, Optimism
and Arbitrum, the gas price on Arbitrum is the highest, followed by Optimism, and the
lowest on Polygon (here only includes the Polygon zero-knowledge proof architecture
Hermez chain).
Ethereum Layer-2
cost on ETH transfer,
token transfer and
token swap

Source: L2fees.info, KuCoin Labs

As we mentioned above, there are many factors that affect gas fees. Taking only the
figures into considerations, although the price of Arbitrum as a fully EVM-compatible
Layer 2 has a slightly higher gas price, it has effectively completed its mission towards
Ethereum Layer 1. We believe that due to the development strategy of Optimism, the
gas fee will not change significantly in the short term. On the contrary, Arbitrum will
continue to play the role of one of the preferred Layer 2 solutions in the DeFi field, and
may usher in a considerable increase in gas in 2022.
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2.3 2021 for Cross-Chain Bridges
With the continuous expansion of the Ethereum ecosystem map forming a huge
network, we also noticed more and more networks and ecosystems outside of Ethereum gradually becoming stronger and prosperous. From the perspective of users of the
underlying architectures, the interoperability of accounts, addresses, and assets in
each network becomes more and more important. Before the arrival of a true
"multi-chain" era, the market demand for cross-chain bridges will become more
obvious as the market demand soars.
In the figure below, we can see that the main cross-chains revolve around the $BTC and
$ETH ecosystem and assets, and the cross-chains of several major ecosystems have
been opened up. However, cross-chain seems to be a relatively passive tool, that only
follows different architectures of different networks and each of their upgrades and
iterations. It also encounters repeated development, inefficient development and other
problems.
In 2021, the Cosmos ecosystem officially launched its internal cross-chain solution IBC
(Inter-Blockchain Communication), and the Polkadot ecosystem also officially started
its slot auction. With the ETH2.0 upgrade, various Rollup solutions have been continuously incorporated into the Ethereum architecture. Other underlying networks with
independent architectures have also developed their own cross-chain bridges to other
network agglomerations.
Ecosystems and
Bridges Landscape

Source: @dberenzon, KuCoin Labs
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2021 for Bitcoin Bridges
Cross-chains of Bitcoin and Ethereum have become a common sense, and the
cross-chain of $BTC to other independent ecosystems will be a very important topic in
2021. As the most important value storage token in the entire crypto industry, $BTC's
consensus strength has also reached a new height in the traditional world in 2021. It not
only attracted the layout of various large traditional institutions, but even realized the
first experiment of becoming the currency of El Salvador. Therefore, there is a need in
the market to spread $BTC to the wider crypto ecosystem, for which the cross-chain
bridge of BTC is particularly important.
THORChain
Locked Volume

Source: THORChain Network Explorer, KuCoin Labs

Interlay interBTC
Locked Collateral

Source: InterBTC, KuCoin Labs
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Total Value Locked
(USD) in RenVM

Source: DeFi Pulse, KuCoin Labs

Total Value Locked
(USD) in WBTC

Source: Stelareum, KuCoin Labs

As one of the important indicators of its usage, the TVL in the cross-chain bridge mainly
represents the amount of funds it carries and the demand for the magnitude of assets
transmitted between the ecosystems it links.
As of January 8, 2022, we can see that the total amount of assets in THORChain reaches
$1.7 million, while it reaches $28 billion on Interlay, $820 million on RenBTC, and $11
billion on WBTC. As the production of $BTC decreases year by year, it is not enough for
$BTC cross-chain solutions to only link with Bitcoin, because a large amount of $BTC
is used in many different ecosystems with other standards.
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2021 for Ethereum Bridges
Ethereum, as the gathering ecosystem of encrypted applications, as we mentioned
above, occupies a monopolistic position in almost all circulation of crypto assets. This
makes it easier for any ecosystem to integrate and grow with it, which led to the
creation of multiple Ethereum cross-chain bridges. In 2021, as the first year to start the
current upgrade of Ethereum, more and more Layer 2 and sidechain expansion
schemes, as well as the integration of many EVM-compatible underlying ecosystems,
will be ushered in.

Ethereum Bdridegs TVL Comparison
As of January 8, 2022, Polygon Bridge has the highest locked assets among Ethereum's
cross-chain bridges, reaching $6.1 billion; followed by Alavanche Bridge with $5.4
billion TVL. The two mainly interact with Ethereum around DeFi-related activities, while
Ronin Bridge, which ranks third with $4.9 billion, is the main chain of Axie Infinity. We
can notice that its position is due to the market heat around NFT, Gamefi in 2021.
Also at the billion-level are the Arbitrum and Fantom cross-chain bridges, which also
have a lot of interaction with the Ethereum ecosystem in the DeFi field.
Ethereum Bridges
TVL Ranking

Source: @eliasimos Dune Analytics, KuCoin Labs
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Starting from the sixth place, the cross-chain bridge TVL level has been cut in half. It is
mainly based on early-stage or smaller ecosystems such as Optimism, Near, and
Harmony. These ecosystems can still occupy the list without forming a preliminary
scale in 2021, and they are ecosystems that can continue to attract attentions in the year
to come. We believe that in 2022, verticals such as NFT, Metaverse, and GameFi will
have a certain space for layout in the ecosystem at the back of the list, while the DeFi
track is currently closer to another wave of technological development, will most likely
to usher in a new outbreak by the end of 2022 to 2023.

Ethereum Bridges Assets and Volume
The type and size of the assets in the cross-chain bridge can directly reflect the main
purpose of the cross-chain bridge and the preferences and tendencies of the market.
The most eye-catching in the picture below is undoubtedly the second-ranked AXS. In
2021, its project development has produced a crazy community effect, first affecting the
real economy in Southeast Asia and solving the social problems caused by the epidemic. From this, we also saw the strong performance of Axie Infinity's main chain Ronin in
its interaction with Ethereum.

Ethereum Bridges
Asset Distribution –
Asset Ranking

Source: @eliasimos Dune Analytics, KuCoin Labs
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The rest of the assets on the list are the mostly value-preserving assets for DeFi protocols that have been accumulating until now. This further proves the feat achieved by
AXS in 2021, and its volume even exceeds the DeFi-specific stablecoin USDC in the
Ethereum cross-chain bridge. We mentioned the continued focus on NFTs, GameFi,
and Metaverse in 2022 above, but at the same time, the performance bottleneck of the
Ethereum ecosystem is stifling the possibility of the development of projects other than
Axie Infinity.
That is to say, 2022 is an excellent time for the Ethereum Layer 2 solution and other
independent architecture ecosystems to develop NFTs, GameFi, and Metaverse
verticals and applications.

3

2022 Underlying
Architectures
Development
Trends Forecast

3.1 2021’s Bottleneck
At present, the main problem of the underlying ecosystems is the limitation of the
performance of Ethereum. With the Layer 2 solutions of Ethereum being not yet
mature, and other independent ecosystems having less interaction and binding with the
main market of Ethereum in the relatively early stage, we are at the bottleneck of
market development. In 2021 the crypto industry have become more and more popular,
the layout and attention of traditional giant institutions have also attracted massive
retail investors. In addition to the initial maturity of DeFi, concepts and applications in
NFT, GameFi, and Metaverse are going viral. The limitations of infrastructure is particularly prominent and will only intensify in 2022.
In addition, after 2022, we also expect Ethereum 2.0 "sharding" in phase 1, "smart
contracts" in phase 2, "off-chain state storage" in phase 3, and finally "sharding
contracts" that will be implemented in phase 4. In the process of further decentralizing
the Layer 1 network, Ethereum will transfer a lot of innovation in the L2 network. At the
same time, it is also accompanied by the damage to the interests of miners, the continuous intensification of market pressure, the balance of interests of all parties in the
community, and the risk of fork that may arise in severe cases.
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3.2 Room and Directions for 2022
From the comprehensive data, the market still has a lot of expectations for infrastructure, and the competition of public chains is still fierce and there is still room for
improvement.
We believe that the underlying architecture vertical in 2022 will have the following development directions:
New public chains
BSC, Solana, and Avalanche will dominate the market in 2022, and can combine with relatively
small economies such as Cosmos, Near, and Polygon to form a network effect and continue
to effectively divert Ethereum. If BSC, Solana, Avalanche and other ecosystem options develop
independently, they may form independent bottlenecks, making it difficult to compete with
smaller economies with more room for development;
New ecosystems still retains good rate of on-chain staking rewards in its early days, and the
economic threshold for participating in the network is relatively low. Coupled with relatively low
gas fees and fast network performance, those ecosystems can expect extraordinary network
effects with some good operations and encouragements to developers;
Vitalik Buterin once said that the TPS of ETH2.0 can expected to reach 100,000 during Phase 1
using sharding technology. Which means public chains with independent architecture can
allow network participants and users to enjoy the high-performance bottom-layer experience
other than Ethereum before its Phase 1, yet it is only a short- and medium-term diversion
from Ethereum, and it is not enough to constitute a long-term and absolute subversion;
We know that one of the reasons for the existence of ETH2.0 is to solve the high gas problem
of Ethereum. On this basis, the Ethereum network occupancy rate of over 98% in 2021 is close
to its resource critical point. Even when the performance of ETH2.0 is greatly expanded, it is
difficult to match the low cost of use with newer ecosystems ans structures;

Ethereum Layer 2
Layer 2 will share the pressure of Ethereum Layer 1 in a more significant way in 2022, and
there will also be a clear gas upward trend. In terms of market positioning, Layer 2 will also
intensify differentiated competition. Verticals such as NFT, GameFi, and Metaverse are one of
the lower-cost options;
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Cross-chain bridge
Challenges to the Bitcoin cross-chain bridge in 2021, 2022 and in the longer term. Bitcoin
cross-chain bridge teams nees to be cross-chain for all ecosystems to ensure sufficient
liquidity for BTC as a value storage token;
The performance bottleneck of the Ethereum ecosystem is killing the possibility of developing
projects outside of Axie Infinity. That is to say, 2022 is an excellent timing for the Ethereum
Layer 2 solution and other independent architecture ecosystems to develop NFT, GameFi and
metaverse verticals and applications;

Other infrastructure
The continuous room of development for NFT, GameFi, Metaverse and other verticals
has been mentioned many times above. It is worth noting that although these verticals
are popular and expected to be huge, they are clearly lacking in tools and services. In
2022 and the next three years, in addition to cross-chain solutions and applications of
NFT assets, it is necessary to pay more attention to the basic needs of cross-chain
interoperability around accounts and identities, in order to effectively carry the increasingly significant mass adoption.
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NFT and
Metaverse
Overview
and Trends

2021 is known as the first year of NFTs, and a wave of public attention to blockchain
businesses was sparked when a painting by American artist Beeple sold for roughly
$70 million at Christie's in March of that year. The price surge of CryptoPunks, NBA Top
Shot, Axie Infinity, and Loot boosted the NFT market even further, drawing more
traditional investors and institutions.
In the NFT market, a total transaction volume exceeded 23 billion US dollars was
performed during the year, an increase of about 700 times over the 33 million US dollars
in 2020. The random creation of NFT items, celebrity marketing effects, and NFT-driven

1

Blooming
Market in
2021

P2E games are all essential variables that contribute to the NFT market's success. The
popularity of the Metaverse concept in particular, has expanded NFT's application
range. NFT has a total market value of over 11 billion dollars as of December 31.
Currently, the public remains positive about NFTs, and a growing number of people are
entering the NFT industry. Their expectations for NFTs, on the other hand, are no longer
limited to collections. The key reason for this is that the transition to the Web 3.0 era
gives a stronger foundation for NFT development. The market has reverted to its former
sanity. In contrast to prior Fomo opinion, the public is anticipating new application
scenarios and expects that NFT will revert to the basic notion of blockchain. Furthermore, since the Metaverse concept has gained traction, investors, inventors, and developers have begun to focus on the larger application field of NFT.
2021 is also known as the first year of Metaverse. In March 2021, the first stock of
Metaverse, Roblox, was listed in the United States, and its market value increased by
more than 10 times after it was listed on the New York Stock Exchange. The market was
able to see Metaverse's magic because of its steadily growing stock price. Facebook,
the social media behemoth, stated in May that it will turn into a Metaverse corporation,
signaling the start of Metaverse. The corporation changed its name to "Meta" in
October and announced a $10 billion investment to build a 1 billion-user Metaverse.
Simultaneously, big Internet businesses have begun to intervene. In November, Microsoft launched its foray into the Metaverse, bringing 3D visuals and immersive meetings
to its office software Teams. Tencent has already registered the Metaverse trademark.
Apple is also working on Metaverse-capable hardware. Its new virtual reality product
are now being tested and are likely to be introduced next year. While the notion of the
Metaverse is gradually gaining traction among the general public, these firms are
hoping to seize the opportunities and seize a place in the next-generation Internet war.
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Although the Metaverse is still in its infancy, it has already undergone various changes,
and applications such as social networking, gaming, work, and content production
have long been linked to it. Roblox, Decentraland, The Sandbox, and other projects have
all created virtual worlds based on the Metaverse concept. Users create digital assets,
engage in online social activities, and make money while playing in the virtual environment. The connection between the digital and real economies established by Metaverse
also verifies the market's expectations and vision for Metaverse.

2

NFT and
Metaverse
Application
Performance

2.1 NFT market data
The NFT market's trading volume continued to increase in 2021. At the start of the year,
the single-day trading volume was barely $270,000. By the end of 2021, the single-day
trading volume had increased by 409 times to $110 million. The rise of trading growth
rate of volume slowed in the first half of the year, and daily trading volume remained at
one million. The growth was noticeable in the second part of the year. The trade volume
began to increase considerably in July. On October 28, the greatest single-day trading
volume of the year occurred, totaling $570,000,000.

Trading Volume in 2021
in the NFT market

Source: nftgo.io, KuCoin Labs

In 2021, the number of NFT holders increased dramatically, from 193,577 at the start of
the year to 1,388,465 at the end of the year, an increase of 717%. In the first half of the
year, the number of holders has grown at a pretty constant rate. The number of holders
surged dramatically in August, particularly in the three months from October to
December, and there were multiple peaks where the number of holders skyrocketed.NFT holders in 2021.
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Although the Metaverse is still in its infancy, it has already undergone various changes,
and applications such as social networking, gaming, work, and content production
have long been linked to it. Roblox, Decentraland, The Sandbox, and other projects have
all created virtual worlds based on the Metaverse concept. Users create digital assets,
engage in online social activities, and make money while playing in the virtual environment. The connection between the digital and real economies established by Metaverse
also verifies the market's expectations and vision for Metaverse.
NFT holders in 2021

Source: nftgo.io, KuCoin Labs

In 2021, the sales volume of the NFT market will be almost equal to the number of
active wallets. The number of sales was 1.4 million at the start of the year, but by the end
of the year, it had risen to 14 million, a more than 10-fold increase. The number of sales
grew sharply in September. The number of sales in a single day surpassed 10 million
for the first time, setting a record high. It dropped somewhat in October before steadily
increasing and reaching its greatest level for the year towards the end of the year.
Number of sales
in the NFT market

Source: NonFungible, KuCoin Labs

Art, collectibles, and games continue to dominate the NFT industry, accounting for
more than 80% of total transaction volume, active wallets, and transactions.
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Trading volume of art,
collectibles, game in
2021 in the NFT market

Source: TheBlockCrypto, KuCoin Labs

Number of active wallets
of art, collectibles, game
in 2021

Source: TheBlockCrypto, KuCoin Labs

2.2 The first Metaverse stock - Roblox
Roblox is a sandbox online game aimed primarily towards teens and children that
allows users to construct 3D worlds and games. It's a platform that combines games
with social networking, and it's popular among youngsters in the United States. Roblox
is regarded as the Metaverse's pioneering achievement.
Roblox is the most popular game production platform on the planet right now. Everyone
has their own digital identity with which to interact with, and the Robux tokens earned
by platform users may be swapped for fiat cash. Unlike other platforms, Roblox's
business mechanism unites content producers and customers rather than separating
them. Roblox is a creative platform with Metaverse capabilities because of this change
in the revenue strategy.
Roblox has a market worth of $59.71 billion as of December 31, 2021, up 67.69% from
$35.69 billion at the time of launching, ranking 362nd in the worldwide market cap. The
market cap hit $ 77.98 billion in November, boosted by positive news of the Metaverse
business. As the first Metaverse stock, Roblox has shown its worth.
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Market cap of Roblox

Source: CompaniesMarketCap, KuCoin Labs

Roblox reports third-quarter financial report in November 2021. The third quarter's
revenue was $ 509 million, up 12% from $454 million in the second quarter and 10.27 %
more than $251 million in the third quarter of 2020, indicating significant progress for
Metaverse in 2021.
Revenue of Roblox

Source: statista.com, KuCoin Labs

Roblox’s daily active users (DAU) in the third quarter were 47.3 million, an increase of
9.4% compared with 43.2 million in the second quarter, and an increase of 30.66%
compared with 36.2 million in the third quarter in 2020. Active users are maintaining a
high growth rate, the users are getting more visible, and the audiences are growing to
encompass a larger number of individuals.
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Daily Active Users(DAU)
of Roblox

Source: statista.com, KuCoin Labs

Roblox's development form, commercial success, and user input are all very important
references for the Metaverse industry's development. At the moment, Roblox has
begun to take shape of a game, and with the quick development of Metaverse, the
public's expectations for Metaverse are increasing. Roblox will no longer be limited to
a simple tool platform for game production. It must evolve into an open authoring
platform that fully utilizes the creative economy to increase users' immersive experiences and diversify the economy. It enriches the form of the Metaverse and realizes
their long-term development in the Metaverse business through the platform, which
endows the player's avatar with social traits, allowing players to genuinely experience a
virtual world parallel to the real world.

3
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Infrastructure
of NFT and
Metaverse

The growth of NFT and Metaverse is inextricably linked to infrastructure support. At
present, it mainly consists of underlying architecture, middleware, storage, identification, and other fields. In order to perform the function of underlying support in the
Metaverse's rapid expansion, the infrastructure must be continuously enhanced.
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3.1 Undelying infrastructure: Flow
Layer 1, "Flow," was launched in 2020 by Dapper Labs, the game studio that created the
initial NFT concept, "Crypto Kitties." Flow was not intended to be a "Ethereum killer"
when it was first designed, and its positioning is different from other public chains. Its
main purpose is to become NFT's infrastructure, and it attempted to do so by being
applied to commercial industries such as chain games and artwork.
With the advantages of rapid and low-cost transactions, Flow has attracted a number of
partners, including the NFL, UFC, Warner Music, NBA, and Ubisoft. A16Z, Coinbase
Ventures, DCG, and USV have also invested in Flow. Flow has attracted over 650 enterprises from a wide range of industries, including art, fashion, collections, DeFi, games,
sports, and many more, and has launched NBA TopShot and CryptoKitties.
Flow ecosystem

Source: @flowverse, KuCoin Labs

Flow is a high-performance public chain with POS consensus that serves as the
network backbone for the widespread adoption of decentralized apps. Flow, unlike
other public chains, has a unique node management approach called multi-node
architecture. The tasks of storing smart contracts and verifying transactions do not
have to be done by a single node. Flow features a multi-node architecture that can be
increased by millions and clearly separates the work for each node, considerably
enhancing network operating efficiency. The network's nodes are assigned to one of
four roles: Collocation, Consensus, Execution, Verification.
Up to now, the block height of Flow is 22404239, accumulatively completed 72623766
transactions, and a total of 391 nodes, including 109 collocation nodes, 124 consensus
nodes, 7 execution nodes, and 83 verification nodes.
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Flow blockchain data

Source: https://flowscan.org/, KuCoin Labs

Since Flow launched NBA Top Shot last year, which has continuously refreshed the
trading volume, Flow has become one of the fastest growing blockchains. At present,
Flow ranks first in NFT secondary sales, with more than 10 million transactions, far
ahead of Axie Infinity and Ethereum.
NFT secondary sales

Source: CryptoSlam, KuCoin Labs

In terms of transactions volume throughout the year, Flow demonstrated a significant
upward trend in 2021. The number of transactions was only 200,834 at the start of the
year, but by the end of the year, it had risen to 4,511,263, a 2,246% increase. As a result,
April had the largest monthly transactions of the year, with 8,118,568 transactions.

Transactions in 2021

Source: https://flowscan.org/, KuCoin Labs
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The trend in the number of accounts created on Flow is basically similar to the transactions. The number of created account in a single month at the beginning of the year was
only 20,003, and by the end of the year, it reached 268,946, an increase of 1344%. The
highest number of account created in a single month of the year appeared in March,
reaching 506,516, and then fell back. After August, the monthly average remained at
around 250,000.
Daily Created Accounts

Source: https://flowscan.org/, KuCoin Labs

NFT is the digital world's defining standard for non-fungible things, making it an
essential atomic-level component in the Metaverse's development. We might think of
the Metaverse as a completely new world made up of many elements, all of which can
be represented by NFTs. As a result, flow is forming the foundation of both NFTs and
Metaverse. On Flow, more than 700 projects have been created thus far. In addition,
Flow has formed partnerships with distributed storage initiatives that use IPFS for
content addressing and Filecoin's provability and decentralization. NFT makers on the
flow chain can use the storage to create non-tamperable NFT metadata with rich media
capabilities (including videos), establishing the groundwork for the Metaverse's
construction.

3.2 Middleware:Chainlink
The connection between the virtual world and the real world built by Metaverse requires
oracles, and Chainlink is one of the representative projects of middleware that connects
two different worlds. At present, Chainlink has developed smart contracts that connect
other on-chain services and other codes. Users can not only flexibly choose the blockchain where the application runs, but also flexibly access any required off-chain data
and computing resources.
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Both NFT and Metaverse often require random numbers to guarantee an unpredictable
and fair gaming experience. Chainlink enables blockchains and smart contracts built
on them to securely interact with Data and services that exist outside of the blockchain
network in the real world . Through Chainlink, blockchains can communicate with each
other and with legacy systems to power Metaverse experience in a transparent, secure
and efficient way.
Facing the multi-chain competition in 2021, the rise of Metaverse and NFT, and the
continued popularity of Defi, Chainlink has carried out targeted development and
deployment. The Cross-Chain Interoperability Protocol (CCIP) is an important initiative
for Chainlink. The purpose is to meet the cross-chain needs of various blockchain
ecosystems, establish universal links in many public chains. Compared with the
existing cross-chain interoperability protocols on the market, the CCIP developed by
Chainlink introduces a brand new concept - the anti-fraud network, an innovative risk
management system. The Anti-Fraud Network consists of multiple decentralized
oracle networks with the only purpose of monitoring CCIP services for malicious behavior that could lead to loss of funds.
CCIP

Source: chain.link, KuCoin Labs

Chainlink has not only progressed successfully in the last year, but it has also benefited
the developer ecosystem in general, not just Chainlink developers, but across many
networks, languages, and ecological developers. Consider Chainlink's Autumn Hackathon in 2021. The Chainlink Autumn Hackathon set several records this year: over
7,800 people registered, over 280 projects were submitted, and Chainlink awarded a
total of $550,000 to top teams from around the world. These projects cover a wide range
of vertical application scenarios, including DeFi, NFT, and DAO.
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Chainlink Hackathon
in 2021

Source: chain.link, KuCoin Labs

The Chainlink ecosystem now comprises more than 1,000 projects, with more than half
of them expected to be integrated by 2021. For these connected applications, Chainlink
has already transferred over 1 billion data points. An independent, attack-resistant
Chainlink oracle node captures, verifies, and sends each data point on-chain.
Chainlink integrated
projects

Source: chainlinkecosystem.com, KuCoin Labs

In terms of total value secured (TVS), Chainlink has leapfrogged growth in 2021. Chainlink's TVS was just $7 billion at the start of 2021, but by the end of the year, it had risen
to $75 billion, a 971 % increase, giving Chainlink the agreement with the second biggest
guaranteed sum in the DeFi ecosystem.
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Total Value Secured
(TVS) of Chainlink

Source: chain.link, KuCoin Labs

With the popularity of NFT and Metaverse in 2021, the demand for random numbers will
continue to rise in order to ensure a sense of experience. In 2021, the Chainlink VRF will
have performed over 2.5 million on-chain random number requests, making it the most
representative a solution for a safe on-chain random number generator.
Off-Chain Computation
of Chainlink

Source: chain.link, KuCoin Labs

Users will exchange their own value with one another in the Metaverse economy, and
they will be able to access various financial instruments such as loans and insurance
through Chainlink. The Metaverse economy must employ Chainlink's price feeding
mechanism to facilitate resource exchange while also utilizing the CCIP protocol for
cross-chain transfer, optimizing it for various application scenarios in order to establish
an efficient multi-chain ecosystem that allows users to freely explore. As can be seen,
Metaverse's rapid growth is inextricably linked to Chainlink's support.
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3.3 Storage:Arweave
Arweave is a revolutionary data format blockchain storage platform. Based on the
access proof technique, it implements a new consensus process called Proof of Access
(POA) and is updated to SPoRA (Succinct Proofs of Random Access). Miners will be
compensated for random old blocks on the storage chain while still receiving new block
rewards, incentivizing them to retain historical data indefinitely and disseminate it as
needed. Unlike IPFS, which focuses on decentralized storage, Arweave focuses on
permanent storage, establishing a one-time payment and developing a permanent file
storage system.
The Metaverse's vision is to project diverse real-world items into a parallel reality,
allowing users to immerse themselves in a variety of virtual activities such as social
interaction, gaming, and production. It will be required to borrow blockchain technology
to do this. NFT brings a value aspect to the table. Each NFT has a unique identification
code and information as an encrypted asset on the blockchain. NFTs may be distinguished from one another using the identifying code and information. As a result,
understanding how to store NFT data is crucial. Arweave's arrival has provided the ideal
solution. The one-of-a-kind consensus process assures that data is saved indefinitely.
Miners may store data and extend and activate the developer ecosystem using the
token economy and appropriate mining process, which solves the problem of server
and funding concerns for development. Users' data sovereignty is ensured thanks to the
decentralized design.
The proliferation of NFT enhanced storage in Arweave, which was followed by the
addition of other blockchains to back up data. Arweave's overall storage volume was
4.15 TB at the start of the year. Because of the sustained popularity of NFT and
Metaverse in the second part of the year, overall storage volume expanded quickly,
reaching 39.55TB at the end of the year, a growth of 853% from the start.
Total Weave Size Chart
in 2021

Source: Viewblock, KuCoin Labs
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The overall quantity of storage is growing at a comparable rate as the number of transactions. The number of transactions was relatively stable in the first half of the year, but
it began to rise in the second half, hitting a new high at the end of the year. The number
of monthly transactions was just 651,652 at the start of the year, but it has been gradually increasing since August. The number of monthly transactions had surpassed 28
million by the end of the year.
Transactions in 2021

Source: Viewblock, KuCoin Labs

Arweave has 1110 nodes at the moment, with 1012 in China and 100 in the United
States. The rest are dispersed throughout several nations, and node storage capacity is
limited. An increase of 640% has been reached as compared to the 150 nodes at the
start of the year.

Node map of Arweave
in 2021

Source: Viewblock, KuCoin Labs

NFT and the Metaverse are virtual environments and assets made up of numbers. Due
to the large online activities of users, huge data needs will be created, and these data
demands will be dependent on a reliable and secure data network. Given the exponential expansion of the Metaverse today, the necessity of decentralized storage has
become increasingly important. Arweave has a lower cost than Filecoin as a new protocol on the decentralized storage track in the last two years, and its incentive system
makes data storage and access more dependable and efficient. On a big scale, it is
feasible to store decentralized data.
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4

NFT and
Metaverse
Development
in 2022

4.1 NFT empowers Metaverse
Metaverse creates a deep integration of the virtual and real worlds, enhancing the
user's immersive Internet interactive experience, realizing the merger of digital native
and virtual reality, and increasing the efficiency of personal and social activities. NFT's
uniqueness, traceability, and indivisibility as a non-fungible token can verify the unique
ownership of digital assets, which are exactly the asset properties that users require
when experiencing the Metaverse. The creation of the Metaverse will result in a plethora of digital materials and scenarios. In the Metaverse, NFT offers the foundation for the
creation, confirmation, price, circulation, and traceability of digital assets.
In the digital realm, NFT is the standard for non-homogeneous material. It's an essential atomic-level component in the Metaverse's formation. Through NFT, many aspects
in the Metaverse may be exhibited, and everything in the Metaverse can be confirmed.
At the same time, blockchain technology allows for the decentralized point-to-point
transmission of virtual world power. In essence, NFT offers a data-based key to aid user
exercise and transfer, and a set of permissions can exist outside of centralized services
or databases, considerably improving the efficiency of data asset transactions.
Even though the present NFT market is dominated by art, collectibles, and games, new
initiatives such as derivative finance and personal data have arisen, and new digital
asset forms have evolved. Most situations and assets in the Metaverse, including Avatar,
virtual space, and economic activities, must be realized with the assistance of NFTs,
according to the current Metaverse projects on the market, and all objects must be
given value through NFTs. As a result, the Metaverse may be used to actualize the final
application scenarios of NFT development. At the same time, NFT will play a key role in
the Metaverse's growth, enabling the integration of digital and physical assets and
providing underlying support.

4.2 Multi-Metaverse form under Web3.0
In the present blockchain industry, Web3.0 and the Metaverse are two parallel paths.
Many people feel that Web3.0 is the foundation upon which the Metaverse will be built.
Web3.0's philosophy of open source and decentralization more accurately reflects the
Internet's original design. An open encryption Metaverse above Web3.0 is constructed
by removing the capital control of huge technological corporations in the virtual world
beneath Web2.0. It allows users to autonomously own and own virtual assets, as well as
convert their worth. As a result, a wide range of Metaverse forms have emerged.
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At the moment, the Metaverse takes the shape of games like Axie Infinity, Illuvium, and
Alien Worlds, but games are merely one of the most direct and traceable market
segments where value begins to flow to Web 3.0. The Metaverse's potential are
substantially more than just games. Adverting, social commerce, digital events,
hardware, and creator monetization will all be big income potential in the Metaverse.
Facebook changed its name to "Meta", users can use VR, 3D, and other Internet
technologies to immersely experience time and space parallel to the real world; Microsoft will implant the virtual experience collaboration platform Mesh into Teams from
2022, and it will also launch in Teams New 3D avatars for users to use in the Metaverse
environment; ByteDance acquired Pico for 5 billion yuan to enter VR, and implanted
social platforms such as TikTok and Lark into next-g platforms; ByteDance acquired
Pico Various Internet giants have put out the Metaverse one after another. It can be
observed that as Web2.0 evolved into Web3.0, numerous Internet behemoths lay out the
Metaverse one by one, constructing multiple forms based on their own interpretations
of the Metaverse. The Metaverse will become increasingly prominent in the future in the
form of materialless or weak material. People may engage out numerous activities in
the Metaverse, such as identity authentication, work, social interaction, content production, and so on, using their virtual identities, and eventually actualize the form of a
parallel universe.
A virtual world generated by computer and network technologies is known as the future
Metaverse. Many giants are creating their own Metaverse with the arrival of the
technology circle and the capital circle. According to Zuckerberg, the company has
already collaborated with a number of firms, including Microsoft. The corporation has
formed the XR Alliance and is investigating potential multiverse corporate collaboration. As a result, in the future, there will be many Metaverses, none of which will be
coordinated by the "Computer Association Global Multimedia Protocol Organization,"
which is analogous to "Avalanche." The Monopoly enterprise will generate a
"multi-Metaverse," or a Metaverse made up of several giants.

4.3 The combination of Defi and Metaverse
Digital and physical assets will be fully integrated in the Metaverse, and all economic
activity will be converted to a digital economy. This necessitates the digitalization of
financial services, not just in terms of form, but also in terms of real inclusivity, so that
everyone may benefit from low-cost, high-efficiency digital financial services.
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The Metaverse's building can be accelerated thanks to Defi's efficient and stable
finance system. Users have full control over all financial actions of assets in their
chains, and no one's financial operations are limited by geography, economic status, or
trust. Smart contracts allow them to be implemented automatically and autonomously,
eliminating the need for black box procedures. Currently, several pioneers are attempting to digitally reconstruct the global financial infrastructure, eliminating unneeded
financial intermediaries, lowering the threshold and cost of financial services, and
optimizing the manner and experience of individuals who use financial services. DeFi
not only gives asset owners control over their assets, but it also enables automated
transactions that are extremely secure, transparent, and trustworthy. DeFi may
integrate innovative models such as cutting-edge technology, intelligent business, open
organizations, and digital transactions in the future to realize changes in business
carriers, distribution models, organizational forms, and labor relations, leading the
financial industry into a new era of digitalization and intelligence.
The combination of DeFi and NFT can be expanded to include Metaverse content,
intellectual property, records and identity certificates, financial documents, and other
documents, resulting in a transparent and autonomous financial system that can
accommodate more diverse assets and more complex transactions, thereby assisting
the development of Metaverse civilization. NFT will not only be utilized as a collectible
after being endowed with financial properties, but it will also be sold, leased, pledged,
and retained in fragments, and with further research of the combination of Defi and the
Metaverse, it will give rise to more. Many protocols contribute significantly to the
Metaverse's financial ecosystem.

4.4 Cross-chain bridge of Metaverses
Most Metaverse initiatives are now implemented on a single chain, according to current
market conditions. The ancient public chains Ethereum, Solana, Polygon, BSC, and the
new public chains Fantom and Flow are all represented, and the majority of Metaverse
projects are operational, but the "ecological island" problem is a major stumbling block
to the Metaverse's development. Now, the Metaverses on these various chains are
plagued by issues such as scalability and the inability to communicate between chains,
resulting in limited economic mobility and the multiverse's incapacity to communicate
across chains.
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Building cross-chain bridges across distinct chains is the best solution to overcome the
challenges mentioned above. NFT and other digital assets can utilize the cross-chain
modules to accomplish efficient docking, which not only enhances the value of their
own blockchains, but also meets the goal of "user interoperability." Some Metaverse
head projects can migrate to other blockchains to reach a larger user base and
community, resulting in reciprocal advantages for the Metaverse ecosystem as a whole.
Now, Ethereum, Polkadot, and Cosmos have built cross-chain bridge projects that are
rather robust. At the same time, because Ethereum's DeFi ecosystem is rather developed, most cross-chain bridges built by other public chains are the first to actualize
asset cross-chain with Ethereum. As a result, in 2022, large public chains will continue
to invest in developing cross-chain bridges to break down barriers across ecosystems
and allow assets to move freely between chains, regions, and rollups. Cross-chain
bridges are simply needed in today's multi-chain world. Cross-chain bridges will be
more secure, more integrated, quicker, more capital efficient, and resistant to censorship, but there is no perfect answer yet.

4.5 Regulation and DID
Following its rapid growth in 2021, the Metaverse business now has a solid basis,
thanks to the outstanding success of linked firms based on the Metaverse idea on the
capital markets. Some regulators have begun to see the Metaverse's long-term potential and have put regulatory power into the Metaverse. P2E games are rigorously
regulated in South Korea, and certain games have been withdrawn from the Google
Store and Apple App Store; the Shanghai Municipal Economic Work Conference plainly
said that enterprises should be guided to boost up research on future virtual worlds and
reality. With timely layout cuts, this is a significant venue for social interaction.
The Metaverse and the NFT business have come into the public limelight since their
fast expansion in 2021, yet there is presently no proper legal policy structure in place to
oversee them. We anticipate that as the business develops and flourishes, regulators
will improve the Metaverse's forward-looking legislative research. In 2022, some
regulatory legislation is extremely likely to be enacted, particularly for certain publicly
traded corporations exploiting the Metaverse hype, which may result in some modifications owing to unique Metaverse rules and direct the public to view rationally through
suitable supervision.
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In the Metaverse, DID(Decentralized Identifiers) is now the most used identification
method. DID's diverse aggregates allow users to utilize it for a variety of activities while
interacting in the Metaverse. DID will also capture the user activity and network history
data indefinitely, making it extremely possible that DID will become our unique identity
in the blockchain world. All DID protocols may potentially link all Metaverse worlds, and
the existing DID protocols on the market mostly show users' activity in the blockchain
world through credit ratings. As a result, DID will be extensively integrated with the
Metaverse by 2022, giving full play to the role of DID identity identification, controlling
users' conduct in the Metaverse world, and establishing a trust system inside the
Metaverse system.
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DeFi Overview
and Trends

Despite the rapid expansion of new emerging segments, such as NFT, GameFi and
Metaverse, DeFi still carries on the momentum from the last summer with strong
performance in 2021. Because of its unique financial features, undoubtedly DeFi has
gradually become the entry point of crypto industry by regulators. This chapter will first
summarise the big events in the DeFi field for 2021, provide an overview of the performance across the major sub-segments of Defi, then outline its 2022 outlook.

1

An Overview
of DeFi 2021
Big Events

1.1 Regulations
Transparent and decentralised, DeFi plays an important role in the crypto space by
importing the existing products and rules embedded in the traditional finance world
on-chain. Apart from conventional lending protocols and stablecoins, the sub-segments of DeFi have extended to other markets, including derivatives, options, synthetic
assets, tokenised stocks and other products. As of 31st December 2021, the total value
locked(TVL) in DeFi has reached $ 86 billion, an increase of 220% from 2020.

Source: DeFi Pulse

This significant market size in addition to the threats to traditional finance have caught
considerable attention of regulators, some notable actions taken by regulators are
summarised as follows:
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Tether, the issuer of the largest Stablecoin USDT, and Bitfinex, reached an agreement with the New

23rd February

York Attorney General’s Office to pay an $18.5 million fine to settle a long-running legal dispute and
agreed to cease operations in New York. On 15th October, Tether agreed to pay a $41 million fine to the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) over its misleading claims about USDT.

The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has issued its first-ever DeFi enforcement action,
considering DeFi Money Market's equity token mToken and governance token DMG as "unregistered

6 August
th

investment contracts" and should be regulated under securities laws, accusing the founders of selling
more than $30m of securities. In the end, the protocol team settled with the SEC, agreeing to pay
$12.8 million in damages and $300,000 in fines, even if it did not admit to the SEC's charges.

3rd September

The Wall Street Journal reported the SEC investigation into Uniswap Labs, the development team
behind the largest decentralized AMM-Uniswap, whose token UNI fell 7.7% from $31 to $28.6.

28th October.The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) issued new guidance on DeFi – DApps should be

28th October

considered as a Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASP) and need to meet the same KYC and AML
requirements, if the owner/operator(s) of the DApp likely fall under the definition of a VASP.

SEC commissioner Caroline A. Crenshaw published her article “DeFi Risks, Regulations, and Oppor-

1st November

tunities” on The International Journal of Blockchain Law, calling for addressing issues with DeFi
transparency and anonymous operations and encouraging DeFi participants to voluntarily comply with
securities law regulations

1st November.The President’s Working Group on Financial Markets (PWG), joined by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC),

1st November

released a report on Stablecoins. While acknowledging the potential positive impact on the payment
system by Stablecoins, the report also highlights several concerns, such as potential instability in
operations, payment system disruptions, and concentration of economic power. The power gap
between regulators to mitigate these risks has also been flagged in the report.

6th December.In its quarterly report, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) highlighted that

6th December

there is a “decentralisation illusion” in DeFi, since the need for governance makes some level of
centralisation inevitable, and pointed out that if DeFi were to become widespread, it will endanger the
existing financial stability due to high leverage, liquidity mismatches, and lack of shock absorbers.
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1.2 Bitcoin Futures ETF
On 15th October 2021, the SEC formally approved the first Bitcoin futures ETF
product, code BITO, issued by the fund management company ProShares after
several deliberations. This ETF product tracks the Chicago Exchange (CME) Bitcoin
futures, rather than Bitcoin spot price, therefore transactions from spot market are
not involved. With the current financial status of the U.S. and its dominance in the
crypto market, the SEC's approval of this ETF indicates the gateway to cryptocurrencies is slowly opening, signalling the historical significance for both the
traditional financial sector and the crypto market. In addition to BITO, the SEC has
also approved two other Bitcoin futures ETFs, issued by VanEck and Valkyrie respectively. The SEC has yet to approve any bitcoin spot ETFs.

1.3 DeFi Vertical Annual Market Performance
Although DeFi’s sub-segments become more diverse in 2021, lending and DEX
businesses still account for approximately 90% of the whole market in terms of TVL.

Source: The Block
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1.4 Lending

Source: The Block

The top three performers in Lending, one of the most important sub-segments in DeFi,
are Maker, Aave and Compound, with TVL $17.7 billion, $11.7billion and $9billion
respectively as of 31st December 2021. It is worth noting that the competition among
these three was fierce through the whole 2021. From January to Mark, Marker topped
the list with an average market share between 40% and 43%. Since April, due to the
strong performance of its token, Compound overtook Maker holding the largest market
share. In August, the cross-chain deployment allowed Aave to exceed its competitors
with an average market share of 42%. Since November, Maker has returned to the top
position, while the TVLs of both Compound and Aave were declining. By the end of 2021,
the respective market share of Marker, Aave and Compound are at 43.3%, 30.9%, and
25.8%.

Source: Dune Analytics
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1.5 Derivatives
The performance of the derivatives segment in DeFi throughout 2021 could be
described as a rollercoaster. After almost every quarter’s fluctuation, the TVL stood at
$2.8bn at the end of the year, more than doubling the figure from the last year.

Source: DeFi Pulse

Synthetix, dYdX and Nexus Mutual continue to dominate the derivatives market, where
Sythetix leads the market with $1.33 billion TVL, followed by dYdX and Nexus Mutual,
with $1.01billion and $566 million TVL respectively. The market shares for the top three
performers are 47.2% for Synthetix, 35.8% for dYdX and 20.1% for Nexus Mutual.

Source: Defillama, KuCoin Labs
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1.6 StableCoin
The total supply of Stablecoin in 2021 continued to climb, reaching to $150 billion with a
year-on-year growth of 519%. USDT still dominates the market with a total market
value of $82 billion, accounting for 55% of the market share and almost quadrupling its
supply in 2020. USDC, the second largest Stablecoin, has an astonishing performance
by increasing 11 times of its supply to $43billion in 2021, accounting for 28% market
share. BUSD came to the third place, holding $14.4 billion supply and reaching to
almost 10% market share.

Source: The Block
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1.7 DEX
The diversified development of DeFi and the emergence of DeFi 2.0 have made the
trading activities on DEX more active in 2021. According to DeFi Pulse, the trading
volume of DEX in 2021 has tripled that in 2020, despite of the interim volatility, where the
trading volume in Q3 dropped by 35% from Q2. At the end of 2021, the TVL of DEX has
reached to $20 billion.

Source: DeFi Pulse

In 2021, the top three DEXs in terms of trading volume are Uniswap, Sushiswap and
Curve. Despite the upgrade from Uniswap v2 to Uniswap v3, Uniswap still maintains its
dominance and leading position, with a combined market share of about 70% for the
two protocols. Sushiswap has a market share of about 10%. Curve's market share
remained at around 7% on average throughout the year.
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2

Overview of
key protocols
in 2021

The four outstanding DeFi protocols in 2021 must be OlympusDAO, Tokemak, Alchemix
and Abracadabra Money, all of which are new emerging DeFi 2.0 projects. The first-generation DeFi protocols attract users through “liquidity mining”, which allows users to
stake a pair of coins (LP token) under 1:1 ratio in exchange for the protocol native token
to obtain a high APR. However, the low capital efficiency and the increased risk of
impermanent loss suggest that this approach is not sustainable. As long as the return
goes down, users will move to other protocols for higher yields.
These four protocols aim at advancing the DeFi landscape, in the form of liquidity incentivization. OlympusDAO focuses on Protocol-Owned-Liquidity, through its bonding
model (using bonds to exchange LP tokens from third parties for the protocol’s native
token at a discount), almost 100% liquidity is controlled by the protocol. Another liquidity-focused protocol-Tokemak provides a generalised liquidity aggregator for decentralised exchanges. The key to Tokemak are the TOKE holders, who act as “liquidity
directors” expressing their preference on where the liquidity should be located, hence
assisting with liquidity dispersion. Alchemix is a “self-repaying loan” platform that
enables users to get under-collateralised loans. Abracadabra Money is a lending
platform that uses interest-bearing tokens as collateral to borrow $MIM which is a
USD-pegged stablecoin. The innovation behind Abracadabra Money is bringing the
interest-bearing tokens into use thus allowing users to leverage their funds the next
threshold at minimum risk. Among these four protocols, the best performer comes
from Abracadabra Money with USD 6 billion TVL as of 31st December 2021, a 129-fold
increase from the first day of launch.

Source: Defillama, KuCoin Labs
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3

DeFi 2022
Outlook

3.1 The pain points of decentralisations
There is no doubt that in 2022, DeFi will enter a stage of gradual, multi-party supervision with collaborative participation in establishing rules, and the perspective from
regulators will become more clear. But governments and regulators will still face a
formidable challenge of protecting investors without stifling innovation and competition. There are still many uncertainties about whether to adopt the existing regulatory
model of the financial industry or establish a new regulatory model for DeFi. But whether it is SEC, BIS or FATF, they all point out an actual pain point in the current DeFi field,
that is, whether DeFi is truly decentralized.
Regulators believe that all platforms have a feature of being centralized, because
smart contracts cannot cover all emergencies with coding. There is no difference
between voting by governance token holders and that by shareholders, thus
enabling some large tokens holders to gain more controlling power. Allowing a
completely decentralized DeFi is an illusion. This view is also supported by some
KOLs in the crypto field such as Andre Cronje, who believes that the concept of
decentralized finance needs to be eliminated, and should be replaced by other more
accurate terms, such as web 3.0 finance or open finance, although this statement
has been refuted by Terra founder Do Kwon.

Source: Andre Cronje Twitter, KuCoin Labs

It is worth noting that DeFi has achieved program centralization (although program
maintenance still requires manual work) to an extent, and has also made progress of
decentralization in data interaction, storage, and computing (i.e. front-end). Some
examples include the emergence of decentralized domain name ENS, decentralized
storage IPFS and computing, allowing users to access decentralized DeFi applications
in a completely decentralized manner. The focus of regulation, to be precise, is the
decentralization of DeFi governance.
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In fact, many early DeFi projects have tried decentralized governance, such as Aave,
Synthetix, Sushiswap, MakerDAO, etc., but they have also exposed many problems,
such as reduced management efficiency, slow project progress, and that the founding
team still has an absolute control. In Q4 2021, the fact that Sushiswap executives left
one after another has maximized the conflicts arising from the way that DeFi operates
as a DAO.
If DeFi aims to reduce regulatory risk, the form of DeFi governance will gradually
become a DAO style. Labs predicts that this will be one of the mainstream trends of
DeFi in 2022. However, the greediness that comes from human nature will hand over
the power to those who desire it. A DAO that priorities the interests of community may
be able to achieve true governance decentralization. Therefore, in the future, we will see
that the interests among stakeholders of each different DeFi project will be coordinated
through new mechanisms.

3.2 DeFi: KYC and privacy protocols
Another priority in the global regulatory landscape towards DeFi is KYC and AML. SEC
Chairman Gensler believes in the authenticate innovation of DeFi, but also highlights
that the condition for its survival is compliance. KYC/AML has become a top priority in
the global regulatory field for a long period. Some DeFi protocols launched “permissioned DeFi" specifically designed for institutions to maintain regulatory compliance in
DeFi. For example, Aave has launched Aave Arc, requiring institutional participants to
go through financial due diligence then enabling them to automatically borrow and lend
cryptocurrencies on its platform. Fireblocks is the first trusted, regulated entity that is
a whitelister approved to KYC customers for Aave Arc.
But will regulation ease as long as institutional DeFi users complete KYC procedures?
Although there are some predictions that DeFi will fork - that some protocols comply with
the regulation and conduct KYC process, while others remain anonymous and achieve
decentralization, Labs believes that regulation will also have certain requirements for
non-institutional DeFi users, and on-chain KYC may be focused area in 2022 citing the
importance of privacy protocols and privacy computing. Currently, some privacy computations are concentrated at the transaction level, and there has not been much progress in
KYC aspect. Despite some DeFi lending protocols have already performed generating credit
scores based on users’ past transaction records and aim to develop a protocol that provides
flexible loans based on different credit scores, including loan periods, interest rates, etc., the
on-chain transactions or assets may not reflect the real financial situations of users. We
may see a privacy protocol that can layout a solid foundation for DeFi and meet regulatory
requirements via linking on-chain and off-chain assets, identity and obtaining KYC results
Page
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3.3 The combination of DeFi and Metaverse

In the real world, finance is an indispensable factor in people's daily life. With the
surging of metaverse, DeFi will no longer be limited to purely financial activities, instead
if will serve as an important infrastructure for the metaverse economy through providing better financial services.
The first combination point: decentralized identity (DID) links DeFi and Metaverse
If DeFi can obtain KYC information through privacy protocols, this will allow different
users to have an aggregated DID in the DeFi space, while this identity can be used for
both social and economic activities in the metaverse. Under this ideal scenario, users’
behaviour in the metaverse can also be adopted into DID, thereby affecting user reputation in DeFi activities, hence ensuring the fairness in the metaverse, such as airdrops of
new projects. At present, the DID protocols under development include Ontology, Bright
ID, etc., all of which belong to third parties and could graft various DeFi protocols or
metaverse projects in theory. But due to the lack of DeFi-based DID, the functionality in
terms of data interoperability is weakened. We expect that in 2022, DeFi will have a
better integration with DID, and privacy computing protocols will play a greater role in
this field, thereby reducing the friction with the identity authentication of the Metaverse
projects.
The second combination point: DeFi with NFT、GameFi and SocialFi
If DeFi is the landed crypto project, NFT is the navigator bringing the crypto space into
mass adoption. Nowadays, many large corporations, luxury brands and pop stars are
releasing their own NFT, some as avatars, some as simple art. But there is no doubt
that these assets, due to their unique properties, have some value, bringing more
imagination to the combination of DeFi and NFT. NFT, like other fungible tokens, can
have certain financial properties. It can be leased (many game guilds have already
started leasing Axie to Scholars for game upgrades), staked, traded, and share revenue
(for example, Avax Ape owners can enjoy a 10% minting fee as well as a share of
secondary sales). For some extremely expensive NFTs, derivatives or fragmentation
can be introduced, even if users cannot afford the whole NFT, they can obtain some
exposure to this NFT through these two ways. Capitalizing NFT is one of the most
essential ways for DeFi to move forward.
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The possibility of combining DeFi and NFT may be far beyond our expectation from a
two-dimensional perspective. At present, the two major standard protocols of NFT,
ERC-751 and ERC-1155, do not support functions such as NFT dismantling and
reassembling. The new standard ERC-3664 proposed by the chain game Cradles may
solve the problem of NFT dynamic expansion. 2022 will be the year of NFT. With the
prosperity and gradual maturity of the NFT market, there may be more new protocols
to solve the current NFT scalability problem, bringing more possibilities, such as the
restructuring and nesting NFT assets in DeFi, to enrich the DeFi ecosystem.
In the prevailing NFT trading activities, the biggest problem is the lack of liquidity. The
price of popular NFT projects is reflected by the auction mechanism of different NFT
trading platforms, while NFTs with low rarity are mostly ignored, and there is no way to
even know the floor price. DeFi has well developed a price discovery mechanism
through a series of innovation approaches such as liquidity mining. At present, some
DeFi projects have already provided NFT trading platforms, and allowed NFT storage
and trading through the native DeFi tokens, such as Scallop. In 2022, we expect more
DeFi projects to join the NFT trading path, providing better price discovery mechanisms
for these NFTs through price oracles and their own advantages.
In addition to NFT, other Fi-based projects, GameFi and SocialFi have also begun to
integrate with DeFi protocols. For example, at the end of 2021, Torum and multi-chain
lending protocol Amara Finance reached a partnership. In one Gamefi project, its
in-game design mechanism even allows the virtual assets (NFTs), such as a land, to be
destroyed by natural disasters, e.g. floods. Both facts indicate that blockchain games
have begun involving real-world simulation. However, within traditional gaming industry, the players cannot claim back the in-game virtual assets, such as pets or weapons,
once those assets are destroyed or lost by accident, as they still belong to the game
company. But GameFi is different. DeFi’s insurance protocols, once integrated with
GameFi projects, are able to provide value protection for virtual assets. In 2022, we
expect GameFi and SocialFi to continue their momentum in 2021, once more projects
are launched in 2022 while their ecosystems gradually mature, we are likely to witness
more integration between those projects and DeFi protocols, to create more liquidity
and flexibility of in-game or social assets.
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3.4 ETF

Although the Bitcoin Futures ETF has been approved, the approval of the Bitcoin Spot
ETF is not yet in sight. Because of the firm attitude by SEC towards Bitcoin, many asset
managers have turned to Canda for their Bitcoin ETF applications. We have concluded
in the October monthly report that it is still not yet affirm for the approval of Bitcoin Spot
ETF, which will encounter many obstacles. First, the lack of unified definition of Bitcoin
across various entities makes Bitcoin-related law-making challenging. Secondly, the
high concentration of mining activities also leaves Bitcoin vulnerable for attack. Thirdly,
Bitcoin has not yet demonstrated it is inherently resistant to manipulation. Moreover,
the approval of Bitcoin Spot ETF might trigger global systemic risks in the absence of
unified regulation on Bitcoin. Furthermore, the adverse impact on environment caused
by Bitcoin mining will also put a brake on the progress. We expect more asset managers to apply for Bitcoin spot ETFs in Canada in 2022. Since Ethereum futures are
managed by the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the SEC may approve the first ETH
futures ETF in 2022.
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DAOs Overview
and Trends

In 2021, Tesla CEO Elon Musk has tweeted about the crypto industry things repeatedly,
keeping an eye on the blockchain industry, especially Dogecoin.
In February 2021, Tesla announced a plan of spending $1.5 billion to buy Bitcoin and will
admire BTC as a payment for Tesla electric vehicles. As soon as the news came out, the
price of Bitcoin rose. However, a few months later, in May of this year, Musk tweeted that
Bitcoin‘s negative impact on the environment was contrary to Tesla’s environmentally

1

The Outbreak
of Decentralized
Autonomy
in 2021

friendly business philosophy, so Tesla would stop accepting bitcoin as a payment. Only
when bitcoin mining transitions to consume a more sustainable energy source that
Tesla will consider it for car trading. A notable drop of BTC price followed by this tweet.
Musk's words on his personal social account directly affected the price of Bitcoin. He is
one of the biggest influencers of Bitcoin in 2021.

Elon Musk announced that
Tesla stops accepting BTC
payments

Source:
Elon Musk Twitter, KuCoin Labs

How Elon Musk's tweets
have moved bitcoin prices

Source: CoinDesk, KuCoin Labs
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Looking at Dogecoin, whether it is understatement or shouting, Musk has successfully
made the price of Dogecoin fluctuate back and forth. Cropto Investors must keep an eye
on Musk’s Twitter, whose comments and sentiments are dominating the cryptocurrency market and triggering surges or crashes in some virtual currencies.
Watching the impact of Musk's incendiary remarks on the market, whether it is Bitcoin
or Dogecoin, there is a strong community force behind it. With his strong personal
influence, Musk shakes Bitcoin and Dogecoin's buying and selling decisions at the
community level, thereby subverting the market.
How Elon Musk's
tweets have moved
Doge Coin prices

Source: KuCoi Labs

Inspired by the most famous meme of all time, Dogecoin was proposed by programmer
Billy Markus and is a fork of Litecoin. With a huge loyal user community, it has been
exsited in the ups and downs of the blockchain industry for years, and still maintains a
market value of hundreds of millions of dollars.
In 2021, it is worth mentioning that MemeCoin was a represent of decentralized autonomy. Shiba coin, named after Shiba Inu and inspired by Dogecoin, is an experiment built
on Ethereum by a decentralized autonomous community. With no project party and no
application scenarios, it has been crazy for a whole year with community consensus
and a series of hype.

PEOPLE, which suddenly exploded in the fourth quarter, was initiated by the Constitutional DAO to raise funds to auction off a copy of the first edition of the U.S. Constitution.
After the auction failed, PEOPLE had to officially shut down the community and started
refunding investors. However, a large number of holders chose to redeem PEOPLE, so
that PEOPLE's liquidity decreased, resulting in a deflationary effect, prompting a sharp
rise in its currency price, making PEOPLE a hot MemeCoin.
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PEOPLE price history

Source: CoinMarketCap, KuCoin Labs

Whether it is BTC, Doge, Shib or PEOPLE, there is a force that cannot be ignored, and
that is decentralized autonomy. A more complex form than decentralized applications.
Based on blockchain and smart contracts, it helps organizations around the world to
operate autonomously without a centralized authority. In 2021, various of MemeCoin
burst out, which can be said to be the main force in detonating the DAO wave. No matter
where these MemeCoins go in the end, their existence makes more people know about
decentralized autonomy.

2

Definition
of a DAO

2.1 Concept
DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) writes the organization's operating
rules and execution work into smart contracts and encodes them on the blockchain.
With tokens as incentives, the holders vote for decision-making, and the smart contract
executes decisions automatically. It is an organization which operates autonomously
without the intervention of centralized authorities or third parties.
The concept of DAO was first mentioned by Vitalik Buterin (the founder of Ethereum) in
2013. Today, a DAO might start as a chat group and gradually branch out into functional
groups, where participants do things together to achieve a specific goal. Reaching
consensus with blockchain technology and realizing autonomy with smart contract,
DAO is anti-monopoly and open, transparent and secure.
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2.2 DAO Culture
The culture of a DAO is of vital importance. Ultimately, a DAO is made up of a group of
people with similar interests, and culture determines how people collaborate with each
other. In traditional companies, culture is top-down, where the top level formulates the
company culture and strengthens it to all employees continuously. On the contrary, the
role of culture is infinitely magnified in a DAO for lacking core leadership. Culture has
become the core and most lasting force in a DAO. A DAO‘s culture begins with the way
it was created by its founders. All DAO members capture cultural cues from the organization's original mission and values, and the culture is continuously enhanced as
contributors increase. If everyone in a DAO is too autonomous, it is easy for them to lose
sight of the original goals.
A good DAO usually companied with a good culture with strong collective values. What
is the core meaning of a community's existence and what community behaviors are
encouraged requires a set of code of conduct, which is a good guide for newcomers.
Therefore, to lay the foundation for the DAO‘s cultural development, and to not cause
confusion as participants increases, once a DAO is established, this guideline needs to
be established. With goals, contributors can clearly finish tasks effectively. Finally, the
DAO culture needs to be strengthened through continuous practice, so that DAO members can maximize their values.
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3

DAO’s
Derivatives

Nowadays, almost all decentralized projects can be called DAOs, such as Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Uniswap, etc. The development of DAO is gradually maturing and penetrating into different fields. With rich tracks and scenes, crypto world has spawned many
DAOs with different functions and distinctive features.

DAO Landscape

Source: Cooopahtroopa, KuCoin Labs

3.1 DAO’s Infrastructure
DAO‘s framework or infrastructure enables users to easily start, configure, and manage
a DAO. It may be a platform or a product with a set of functions for creating and operating a DAO. In terms of decision-making, most DAO frameworks integrate voting and
on-chain execution closely. DAO members obtain voting rights by completing tasks, and
then propose to give suggestions, and vote to express perspectives. Once the proposal
is approved, it will be immediately executed on the chain.
Aragon, a decentralized management platform based on Ethereum, supports creators
to use different modules to set up different functions for their DAOs, such as voting, role
assignment, fundraising, personnel management, accounting, etc. Its native token ANT
(Aragon Network Token), as a governance token for the ecosystem, allows holders to
interact with the platform in the form of voting for governance problems like capital
allocation or network updates.
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Source: https://aragon.org/, KuCoin Labs

Colony, a project built on Ethereum since 2015, is committed to realizing the most
practical and easy-to-operate DAO framework. It aims to help people to easily build
communities online, enrich organizational structures, and manage fund. The most
special feature is that it adds an on-chain reputation system into the consensus-related
category, which avoids the negative impact of the centralized voting rights formed by the
large token holders on the community.

Source: https://colony.io/, KuCoin Labs

In addition, there are many types of DAO frameworks. For instance, Moloch, with use
cases such as funding, entrepreneurial incentives, incubators, etc., is committed to
supporting to create a simple and feasible DAO. DAOStack, which contains governance
protocols and an easy-to-use interface for creating and managing DAOs. And
Compound Finance Governance which is mainly for DeFi. In recent years, the development of DAO has benefited from the DAO‘s framework to a certain extent.
However, no matter the new DAO frameworks or the ever-increasing DAO tools have
limited compatibility with older DAO frameworks. In order to adapt to the framework
template, it is difficult for many DAOs to flexibly combine various tools according to their
own needs. Therefore, in 2022, the DAO framework needs to focus on strengthening the
function modularization. A framework that can be combined in any way can flexibly
meet the needs of various communities and better achieve scalability.
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3.2 Different Types of DAOs
In 2021, all kinds of DAOs emerged one after another. At the same time, with DAO as the
center, various tools are derived to improve the functions that are lacking on the DAO
infrastructure.
Protocol DAOs are collaborative entities used to build protocols, typically Uniswap,
Compound, Sushi, MakerDAO, etc. These types of DAOs are mostly technology-oriented
and tend to build in crypto space to perform more on-chain operations. Important
community affairs, including token distribution, liquidity pools, pledge income pools,
and deployment of various application functions, are usually decided by on-chain voting.
leros, a new-era decentralized economic dispute arbitration service protocol layer,
based on the dispute mechanism of arbitrators network, serves a variety of use cases.
Radicle, a decentralized code collaboration network, is a decentralized version of
GitHub. While retaining the peer-to-peer feature of GitHub, it provides centralized code
collaboration capabilities to help developers collaborate on decentralized code.

Source: https://kleros.io/, KuCoin Labs

Investment DAO is return-oriented, such as Yield Guild Games (YGG), blockchain
crowdfunding project The DAO, DAO incubator MetaCartel DAO, etc. They focus on
different investment field, where members obtain and distribute the benefits through
collaboration. Unlike traditional venture capital firms, LPs in investment DAOs vote on
relevant opportunities, and their decision-making is more democratic.
Digital asset management tool Gnosis Safe, a multi-signature wallet commonly used to
manage community treasuries. By requiring multiple users to approve transactions,
multisig wallets allow a group of people to collectively control their funds. It is designed
to help users manage digital assets conveniently and safely. BitDAO, which is committed to realizing an open financial and decentralized token economy, aims to support the
DeFi industry in terms of development, liquidity, and capital by DAO.
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Source: https://www.brightid.org/, KuCoin Labs

Social DAOs is generated for strong communities. Friends with Benefits (FWB) is a
private club with over 2000 members. Members mainly comunicate in discord. On FWB
‘s discord server, there are over 100 channels in the topic of learning, food, market,
music, games and so on, where lots of discussions happen every day. People in Social
DAOs believe that they are at the intersection of technology and culture, and that the
pursuit of open knowledge could benefit themselves, groups, and society as a whole.
Collective values play a central role in social DAOs.
BrightID, an identity verification system based on the Ethereum, aims to solve the
unique identity problems by creating and analyzing social graphs. The network can be
used as the basis in a decentralized system, because it probabilistically proving whether
each member of the network is a real person, while increasing users’ control over their
own identities. People's various concerns and needs in social DAOs are constantly
being met on blockchain.

Source: https://gnosis-safe.io/, KuCoin Labs

NFT collectible DAOs, such as Flamingo DAO, SquiggleDAO, MeebitsDAO, PleasrDAO,
etc., unite contributors around NFT collectibles. This type of communities are intended
for NFT collection and will not sell any collections in a short time. PleasrDAO has
charitably acquired culturally significant NFT works in the name of DAO, thereby establishing its public welfare reputation. Thanks to the easy-hype attribute of NFT, these
DAOs need to focus more on NFT selection and market operations.
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Source: https://pleasr.org/, KuCoin Labs

Media DAOs such as Forefront, Bankless, and DarkStar collaborate with members to
output public content. The whole team share the rewards, and stakeholders own the
right to decide topics and manage resources. Bankless DAO was originally a newsletter
tracking the dynamics of crypto industry, and now it has a decent number of subscriptions and a large number of in-depth articles. From an insightful content platform to a
social token tool, Forefront has become one of the best communication portals in
blockchain world. Running a decentralized researcher organization or a decentralized
media organization in the form of DAO can not only attract authors from all over the
world, but also help break down cultural barriers and product diversified thinking.

Source: https://forefront.market/, KuCoin Labs

Service DAO is like an aggregator that aggregates some useful resources, such as
PartyDAO, DeepDAO, DAOhaus, Yam DAO, Tally, etc. DeepDAO can be called CoinMaketCap of DAOs. It is the first comprehensive data platform for DAOs, ranking DAOs
from indicators such as voter participation, member size and wealth holdings. DeepDAO cooperates with DAO platforms including DAOStack, Moloch, Aragon, Colony, OpenLaw, etc. to track the voting, membership, proposal and financial data of different
DAOs. Such data query and analysis platforms have important implications for crypto
world. With the surge of DAOs, we need various quantifiable data indicators to help us
better understand the status, development and future trends of DAOs.
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Source: https://deepdao.io/, KuCoin Labs

DAO infrastructure is becoming more diverse and modular, providing various DAO
governance suites and functional modules. All kinds of DAOs are showing an explosive
trend. DAO tools are covering more needs. Today, DAOs can be used to build products,
manage financials and investments, collect NFTs, provide services, etc. It can be said
that DAOs are blooming; but at the same time, we can see the huge development space
of DAO. The future of DAOs is challenging but exciting.

4

Outlook toward
DAOs in 2022

4.1 DAOs’ Advantages
Based on blockchain technology with natural decentralization feature, DAO is natural
open, fair and secure. Therefore, the biggest feature of DAO which is different from the
centralized organization is that the decision-making power is not on a certain person
but distributed to each member in the organization. Restricted by consensus, all members are asked to carry out tasks according to pre-established rules.
Not only the work details, but also the flow of funds are recorded on the chain, effectively preventing the occurrence of unclear accountings. What‘s more, different from the
traditional companies, the startup of a DAO does not require a large amount of capital
investment, which also provides new ideas for entrepreneurship and innovation.
Furthermore, DAO is more open for participants than that of centralized institutions,
providing global members with the opportunity to choose freely and cooperate conveniently.
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4.2 DAOs’ Challenges
Although decentralization resonated in the crypto world quickly, and attracted lots of
imitators, the real decentralized autonomous organization is currently easy to know and
hard to do. DAO is facing huge challenges in the aspects of governance, structure,
technology and efficiency.
First, DAO is currently more like a network organization. Most countries and regions
have not accepted and recognized DAO from the legal level. Problems caused by ambiguous rules in DAO cannot be solved through formal legal channels, and that's why
members in DAO lose protection in legal level.
Secondly, coding all rules into smart contracts can effectively ensure the openness and
transparency of information, but at the same time, due to the immutability of smart
contracts, if the early planning of rules and regulations is not perfect, it may bring
difficulties to implementation.
Furthermore, the flat operation of DAO requires extremely high on the self-control for
its members. Without a core leader within DAO, there can be serious consequences for
missing the best time to do some urgent decisions. Furthermore, the flat operation of
DAO requires extremely high on the self-control for its members. Without a core leader
within DAO, there can be serious consequences for missing the best time to do some
urgent decisions.
Finally, because of the low threshold of the community, DAO members change every
minute and every second. In DAO with high flexibility, it is a long-term challenge to
strengthen cultural concepts, enhance community stickiness, and retain talents.

4.3 Summary
In 2021, we witnessed the growth of DAO. Although the theoretical research for DAO is
not complete, there were a great number of applications of DAO growing in last year. In
2021, people applied DAO to investment and financing, public welfare, financial
management, NFT and other fields. DAO has natural advantages in dealing with uncertainty, variety and complexity.
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Although the implementation of DAO is very limited today, as a new and efficient organizational form based on blockchain technology, it is expected to subvert inherent
traditional collaboration models, maximize organizational efficiency and value, and
form a new business reform.
How to improve the fitness between DAO and legal policies, and improve the applicability of
legal policies in DAO;
How to make full use of token incentives and expand the participation of token holders.
Combine a certain elimination mechanism to better stimulate the efficiency of DAO and
realize value transfer;
How to maintain efficiency without sacrificing decentralization, how to set up an organizational goal and utilize tools to coordinate group decision-making;
How to improve the creativity of core technologies, continuously broaden the boundaries of
DAO-related infrastructure and tools and enhance the security and robustness of the DAO
ecosystem;

Above are the key points that we need to think over and make breakthroughs in the new
year. At present, most DAOs are still in the fundraising and voting governance stage. We
look forward to seeing DAO's breakthroughs, effectively group power in the coming year.
Let’s do something to help DAO to move from profit-seeking to joint construction.
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Incidents and
Crypto Inductry
Security

DeFi led the crypto market in the first half of 2021 and completely made crypto famous.
With the increasing users and overall transaction volume, DeFi protocols are constantly updated and iterated in order to meet the needs. However, as a new technology,
blockchain development has extremely high requirements for participants. Various
security accidents will inevitably occur during the progress.
On the evening of August 10th, the community shoceked. The cross-chain protocol Poly
Network announced its main network was hacked, whose users’ assets were stolen

1

2021 Major
Incidents

610 million dollars from three chains of BSC, Ethereum and Polygon. Many well-known
DeFi Kols confirmed their personal funds were involved. After the incident, various
conjectures and cause analysis from the community put a huge pressure on the team,
and some even questioned the project leader embezzling.
On the 11th, a "white hat hacker" appeared and declared responsible for the incident.
He left many messages through the blockchain transaction records, saying that he
planned to return the transferred funds from the beginning, and hoped to use the
"blockchain spirit" hacking action to improve the security awareness of the project
party.
In the middle of the night on August 26, after a 16-day active communication, the hacker
returned all the previously transferred assets. During the negotiation, the Poly team not
only sent 160 ETH (worth about $500,000) to the attacker as a bounty, but also repeatedly assured that they would pay attention to security in the future. It can be said to be
embarrassing for such a big project team.
Same as a security incident, one happened again on August 19. Japan-based cryptocurrency exchange Liquid's hot wallet was attacked, and its technical teams "detected
unauthorized access to some crypto wallets managed by Liquid". Approximately $91.35
million crypto assets were unauthorizedly transferred from the Liquid wallet. And
$16.13 million ERC-20 assets have been frozen with the help of communities and other
exchanges.
Cryptocurrency exchange Bitmart was stolen $196 million on December 5. The official
called it "a large-scale security attack" in which hackers extracted about $150 million
assets. The blockchain security company Paidun first noticed the hack on the 4th,
estimating the loss of the incident to be close to 200 million dollars.
Compared with DeFi protocols, the theft of centralized exchanges is more familiar to
traditional investors. Due to the high threshold operations on the blockchain, centralized exchanges have become the first stop for most new users to touch the blockchain.
New users are more likely to store assets in hot wallets, which increases the probability
of being attacked. Once an asset theft occurs, the scope of the impact will be even
greater.
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The SlowMist blockchain hacking event archive statistics show that there are 231 public
blockchain security incidents in 2021, with a total loss about $9,851,573,380.30. The
largest amount of money stolen and security incidents occurred in April, June, and
August. There were 170 security incidents of various DApps and DeFi, 15 security
incidents of exchanges, 8 security incidents of public chains, 3 security incidents of
wallets, and 35 security incidents of other types. Projects on Ethereum lost the most
with over $1.3 billion, followed by the BSC ecosystem.

Sources: SlowMist Hacked, KuCoin Labs

2

Detailed
analysis of
hacker
attacks

There are various blockchain hacking attacks. The 10 most common methods in public
incidents are scams, flash loan attacks, transaction crowding attacks, transaction
rollback attacks, 51% computing power attacks, random number attacks, contract
loopholes, hot wallet theft, data breaches and phishing attacks.

Sources: SlowMist Hacked, KuCoin Labs
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2.1 DeFi Secrurity
1. Oracle attack
A common type of attack in DeFi is the oracle attack. A report " what can the blockchain
do? Can't do? " Issued by the People's Bank of China defines oracles as follows: the
mechanism by which information outside the blockchain is written into the blockchain
is generally referred to as an oracle mechanism.
The blockchain is a closed system and separated from the real world. Only the data on
the chain can be obtained at present, but the data in the real world outside the chain
cannot. The function of the oracle is to write external information into the blockchain,
allowing smart contracts to respond to the uncertain external world. For example, the
cross-chain DeFi protocol needs to synchronize data between different chains, the
lottery protocol needs to obtain the results of real-life events, and the decentralized
derivatives protocol needs to track the index of the financial market, etc. All these
require oracles.

Sources: Chainlink White Paper, KuCoin Labs

Most of the oracle attacks are caused by the DeFi protocol's non-standard use of the
oracle API. There are two ways for oracles to obtain price information. The first,
off-chain price data can be simply obtained from APIs or exchanges to on-chain. The
second, instant prices can be calculated by querying on-chain decentralized exchanges.
Off-chain data is generally slower to respond to price fluctuations but maintained by
trusted personnel. On-chain data is always up-to-date, but its reading any price changes in the market can easily be manipulated by attackers.
Regarding the first type of attack. There is a certain time difference between off-chain
and on-chain data transmission. Some lending DeFi features fast transaction speed
and low mortgage (or even no mortgage), which increases the risk while attracting
users. Once the price of a token fluctuates sharply in a short period of time, the current
price ff chain won’t able to be transmited in time, resulting in a temporary price difference between several DeFi platforms . Hackers can use vulnerabilities to arbitrage
between different platforms to achieve huge profits.
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For the second type of attack. Since some DeFi protocols use on-chain oracles to
anchor pools, hackers can first buy a large number of tokens from the pool to make the
token price rise rapidly, and mortgage it to lend a large amount of ETH, BTC, etc. Then
they sell the previously purchased tokens to make the price return to normal and earn
profits when the loan closes.
The core of the above attack is when the DeFi protocol uses oracles, it only considers
the price at borrowing but does not consider the price after borrowing. Hackers can
manipulate the token price by buying and selling, causing the price deviating from
normal in a short time. For the first type of attack, most DeFi protocols rely on Chainlink. If the project obtains prices from different oracle vendors, using medians and other
methods to do some coordination, the condition of one oracle being attacked can be
prevented.

2. Flash loan attack
The most common oracle attack is the flash loan attack, which belongs to the second
type of attack. It is known that the premise of most attacks is to make the price fluctuate
greatly, so the attacker needs to master a certain proportion of circulating market
capitalization funds. Flash loan protocols usually provide low-collateralized and
high-leverage loans. Hackers can lend a large amount of tokens and sell off those,
making the price drop rapidly. Then they can buy the token at a low price with their own
funds, and wait for the token price returns to normal by automatic liquidation of the
flash loan. Hackers can obtain huge amounts of attacked tokens with a few funds
during the whole process.
The following is an analysis of another attack event involving flash loans
(1) The attacker creates three Token contracts through attack contract-2: pX1, pX2, and
pX3.

Source: Ostrich Blockchain, KuCoin Labs

(2).Attack.contract-3.mortgages.other.tokens.to.borrow.12,500.BUSD.from
PancakeSwap with a flash loan to purchase X Token, directly creating real liquidity for it.
The oracle accepts and reflects the "wrong" X Token price at this point.

Source: Ostrich Blockchain, KuCoin Labs
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(3) Use the X Token from the attack contract-3 for multiple loans, and over-borrow
4,235,700 PIEs.

Source: Ostrich Blockchain, KuCoin Labs

(4)The attacker exchanges the obtained PIE for 54 BNB through PancakeSwap.

Source: Ostrich Blockchain, KuCoin Labs

(5) Waiting for the X Token of attack contract-3 being liquidated, and the attacker
obtains 124 BUSD.

Source: Ostrich Blockchain, KuCoin Labs

(6) The flash loan closes. The attacker will get 54 BNB and 124 BUSD after deducting
interest cost.
The above flash loan attack relies on rapid changes with low liquidity, and the oracle
randomly bases on the price of privately established LP. Since so, DeFi protocols can
use the time-weighted average price to do precaution, reducing the impact of numerical mutations in some blocks. It can avoid human manipulation. And the use of oracles
should be in strict rule.

3. The cross-chain attack
With the efforts of many builders, various public chains appear, and the demand of
funds transferring between different ecosystems has gradually increased. The
cross-chain protocols are gaining more and more attention as a key infrastructure to
address this demand. However, the cross-chain protocol needs to verify with multi-interfaces, and it carries a huge capital flow, which attracts hackers who are eyeing the
loopholes in this new technology.
Poly Network is a well-known cross-chain protocol, and its theft of $610 million could
be a classic instance..
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Let’s start with the architecture of Poly Network: Poly Network deploys smart contracts
on each chain for cross-chain operation. The user can apply a cross-chain transaction
on the source chain. After the authenticity is confirmed, the source chain repeater
synchronizes the block head data to Poly Chain, and then Poly Chain synchronizes the
block head data to the target chain repeater. At last, the repeater transfers the verification data to the target chain and target chain executes the transaction.

Source: Poly network Official, KuCoin Labs

This attack occurred for that source chain did not successfully check the cross-chain
transactions submitted by hackers. Using a popular metaphor, it is "the thief took the
key of other people's house from the security guard with a forged property certificate,
but the security guard did not verify the authenticity of the property certificate".
(1) The attacker first called the crossChain function in the EthCrossChainManager
contract to initiate a cross-chain transaction. ChainManager.crossChain Details:

Sources: SlowMist Security, KuCoin Labs
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This function is used to help users construct and store hash arrays for subsequent
verification, but there are no restrictions on the parameters passed in by users. An
attacker can deceive the repeater by constructing arbitrary data and synchronize it to
the Poly Chain, which will then synchronize it to the Ethereum repeater.
(2) The repeater on Ethereum calls the verifyHeaderAndExecuteTx function of
EthCrossChainManager contract to submit block head data to verify the authenticity of
this cross-chain application.

Sources: SlowMist Security, KuCoin Labs

In line 130 of the code, the public key of the relay chain validator (Keeper) is stored in the
IEthCrossChainData contract.
(3) In line 166 of the code, the contract internally calls the _executeCrossChainTx
function to execute the data after the previous series of verifications.

Sources: SlowMist Security, KuCoin Labs
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It can be found that _executeCrossChainTx function doesn’t check the incoming
parameters such as _toContract and _method, and directly stores them in the
_toContract.call for subsequent steps.
(4) Since the parent contract of EthCrossChainData is EthCrossChainManager, the
attacker can submit a normal cross-chain application and call the putCurEpochConPubKeyBytes function of the EthCrossChainData contract to modify the Keeper public
key.
In line 190 of the code, _executeCrossChainTx is defined as:
abi.encodePacked(bytes4(keccak256(abi.encodePacked(_method,."(bytes,bytes,uint64)")))
And putCurEpochStartHeight is defined as:
function.putCurEpochConPubKeyBytes(bytes.calldata.curEpochPkBytes).external
returns (bool);
Under normal circumstances, the signature parameters of the two functions are
different, and the putCurEpochStartHeight function cannot be called through _executeCrossChainTx. However, this time the attacker successfully obtained the right
signature to call the putCurEpochConPubKeyBytes function by enumerating the
character combinations,.and.replaced.the.Keeper.with
0xA87fB85A93Ca072Cd4e5F0D4f178Bc831Df8a00B.
In the end, the attacker successfully used the fake Keeper identity to perform
cross-chain operations, transferring over $610 million assets to the specified address.

2.2 Exchange Security
1. Hot wallet stolen
The public and private keys of the blockchain are important to ensure user accounts’
security. Centralized exchanges aim to meet the large trading needs of novice users,
greatly reducing the threshold for blockchain transactions by providing registration
methods such as email and telephone, etc . However, the user's private keys are kept by
the exchange and stored on the centralized server. Once the server is invaded, the
user's assets will be directly affected. Exchange wallets are collectively known as hot
wallets.
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Exchanges gather a lot of funds with users lacking sufficient security awareness, which
have been coveted by hackers. The security issues of hot wallets are more in the
category of traditional Internet. Attacks appearing in traditional Internet may cause the
private keys to be stolen, such as the intrusion of the exchange internal network, theft
by employees, loopholes in the client, and so on. Therefore, its safety factor is relatively
lower than that on chain.
In this regard, centralized exchanges need to improve technical mechanism and
strengthen internal management of the company and use cold wallet solutions to
strengthen the protection of digital assets. Strengthen user security awareness and
guide them to deposit idle funds into cold wallets as far as possible.

2. Server down
Once the centralized server has a large amount of data processing or meets dd attack,
it is very prone to downtime. On May 19, 2021, cryptocurrency volatility caused service
outages on many exchanges, including Binance, Coinbase, Fidelity Investments and
Revolut. The issue has been reported across the US and several European countries
including Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia,
Spain, Switzerland and the UK.

Source: Downdetector, KuCoin Labs

In 24 hours, the centralized exchanges’ going down observed by the monitoring website
can be dozens of times.

Source:
Downdetector,
KuCoin Labs
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2.3 Blockchain scam
1. Free Airdrop
For general airdrops, the project will require users to provide wallet addresses and
email addresses, or join telegram groups, but will not require too private information.
Some of the recent airdrops have pitfalls. The first is the currency transfer airdrop
scam, like requesting you to transfer 0.1 ETH to a address and you will get an airdrop.
The second will have interactive requirements for importing wallets and setting transaction passwords, by which the keys are easily leaked. The third is bait and phishing. For
example, some untrustworthy exchanges will require recharge or hold transactions
contest and airdrop a certain amount of tokens such as USDT. Users transfer assets
and being deceived.
With the popularity of meme coins, criminals have developed a new type of airdrop
scam by taking advantage of some people’s avarice. For example, someday users find a
large amount of tokens appeared in their wallets out of thin air. There is a forged liquidity pool of the token in Dex. So users will put down the guard and try to convert the token
into USDT, but be told that the tokens are locked and they need to go to the project
website to perform a claim operation. Jumping to the page under guidance, the user
authorizes the wallet to sign to the website, and the assets disappear after a period of
time.
For such scams, scammers will choose public chains with low gas fees (such as BSC)
to create air coins of names similar to mainstream tokens, and airdrop them to
thousands of addresses. Taking advantage of people’s avarice , scammer guide the
hooked users to the designated website step by step, and steal the key after obtaining
the authorization of the wallet. Each attack just costs a few hundred USDT in fees.

2. Scams
Near the end of the year, the exchange was facing cleared, and the number of blockchain fraudulent text messages and phone calls increased sharply. Due to the lack of
supervision on exchanges, user data is very easy to leak. Professional liars target novice
users to deceive private keys by pretending to help users with identity verification and
transfer funds, etc.
The total value of blockchain scams in 2021 is over $7.7 billion, an 81% increase
compared to 2020.
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Source: Chainalysis, KuCoin Labs

The deposits to scam addresses drop from 10.7 million to 4.1 million in 2021, with a
decrease in the number of victims, while the average amount of scams per victim
increases.

Source: Chainalysis, KuCoin Labs

The average active time for financial scams in 2021 is 70 days, down from 192 days in 2020.

Source: Chainalysis, KuCoin Labs
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New users attracted by cryptocurrency are more gullible than seasoned users. In the
past, the number of fraudulent activities rose in tandem with the prices of Bitcoin and
Ethereum. Until 2021, regardless of whether the price rose or fell, the number of fraudulent activities remained stable or even began to decline. It shows that the anti-fraud
awareness of blockchain users is gradually increasing. The old routines have become
invalid, but it is still necessary to beware of new fraud methods.

3

The future
of blockchain
security
in 2022

At the beginning of the new year, more and more famous people began to receive
cryptocurrency, and a large number of funds also paid attention to the blockchain.
Under the trend, blockchain projects, especially DeFi, have an increasing demand for
security audits. The top 5 blockchain security auditing companies in 2021 are Chengdu
LianAn, SlowMist, PeckShield, Certik and Vatin. The first three are located in China, and
the remaining two are located in New York and Singapore.
The asset insurance protocol seems to meet the market’s demand, but it didn’t develope
smoothly in the past few years. Even DeFi broke out in 2021 and the TVL grew by a hundred
times, it didn’t bring significant sales to insurance products. This consequence is
determined by both the risk stage of the blockchain and the attributes of consumers.
Privacy computing is very important for the secrecy of large funds, and it has been
mentioned many times in both traditional and blockchain industries. Since the blockchain
transaction records are transparent and can be checked on the chain, once the personal or
institutional addresses are exposed, the transaction will be easily tracked, for which the
blockchain will lose anonymity. For funds that are inconvenient to change addresses often,
privacy computing technologies such as zero-knowledge proofs will be a good solution.

3.1 Audit firms
1. CertiK
CertiK announced on November 30, 2021, that it had closed a $80 million B2 round of
funding, setting the record for the largest single funding sum in the blockchain security
sector once again. Sequoia Capital led this round of funding, with Tiger Global, Hillhouse
Ventures Group, Coatue Management, Shunwei Capital, and other existing shareholders
following. CertiK completed three rounds of financing within four months, with a total
amount of more than 140 million dollars and a valuation of nearly 1 billion dollars.
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CertiK has quadrupled its team in one year and has provided blockchain security
services to more than 1,800 enterprise-level clients. CertiK also has a 24-hour uninterrupted operation SaaS product, Skynet, which can monitor the blockchain and smart
contracts in real time and give early warning of risks. Skynet's revenue has grown
23-fold since 2021, with more than 200,000 daily active users.

2. SlowMist
The members of the SlowMist team are mainly from top-tier security companies, with
extensive experience in traditional network such as government and enterprise security,
cloud security, mobile security, and IoT security. The team has cooperated with many
well-known exchanges, digital asset wallets, and public chain projects around the world to
provide services such as security auditing, defense deployment, and threat intelligence
sharing. Among the partners, exchanges such as Binance, Huobi, OKEX, wallets such as
imToke, public chains such as EOS, etc.

3.2 Insurance protocol
Common asset insurance protocols on the market in 2020 include Etherisc, CDx, Nexus
Mutual, Opyn, VouchForMe, KeeperDAO, SWAP RATE, etc., which usually provide decentralized insurance services in the form of mutual fund pools and financial derivatives.
By 2021, the asset insurance protocols are mainly Nexus Mutual, Opyn, CDx Project.
The new ones are Cover Protocol, Opium Finance, Nsure, Unslashed Finance, UNION,
InsureAce and Nayms.

Source: 01 Blockchain, KuCoin Labs
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Nexus Mutual and opyn are the two most successful insurance platforms that started early.
Nexus Mutual once supported 32 Ethereum smart contracts covering 74 transaction pairs,
but in fact, it has been suffering from the inability to expand the scale. DeFi TVL continues to
grow in 2021, but Nexus Mutual's active insurance rate is declining, and the Nexus token
has also underperformed the DeFi Pulse index during December-February rally.
High fees, the necessity for KYC, low insurance coverage, no cross-chain, a single
product, and inefficient capital use are the key roadblocks to the growth of insurance
protocols. The current scale of the DeFi market is still insignificant compared to
traditional industries, which is in the early stage of development with high risks and not
suitable for insurance business to enter. This leads to high premiums for existing
products. But the majority of funds that originally participated in DeFi prefer high risks
and are not too willing to pay for premiums. Also, high market risk means the insurance
vaults that emphasize stability will not be able to find suitable methods to operate
assets, which is the so-called inefficiency of capital utilization.
In the future, the asset insurance protocol will become crucial and an important part for
large funds to enter the blockchain. The premise of its outbreak is that the security
risks of the blockchain become controllable, potentially with the help of audit firms and
the expansion of the team of builders.

3.3 Privacy
1. Coin mixer
Coin mixing is a decentralized privacy feature that helps users quickly mix funds with
other users, creating a random mapping relationship between the existing account and
the new account to realize the complete anonymity of transferring funds between different accounts. Platforms that provide coin mixing functionality are called coin mixers.
The introduction takes the coin mixing service tornado.cash as an example:
(1) The user deposits ETH into the mixer.

Dource: Seebug, KuCoin Labs
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(2) The mixer generates deposit credentials without revealing the original address.

Source: Seebug, KuCoin Labs

(3) The user submits this credential when withdrawing and pays a small fee. Then the mixer
sends ETH to the new address provided by the user.

Source: Seebug, KuCoin Labs

(4) Once the transfer of funds from one address to another is completed, the data on the
chain can only be queried up to the end user sending the money to the mixer.
Ironically, the mixer is currently not widely used by ordinary users, but it is famous for
appearing in various hacking events. Usually after hackers steal funds, in order to avoid the
blockade of major exchanges, they quickly inject the stolen funds into the mixer to make it
difficult to trace, which makes many police feel a headache. It can also be seen that the high
degree of privacy provided by the mixer, and the future use of this technology on the right
track will bring benefits to the entire blockchain ecosystem.
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2. Privacy computing
If the blockchain public-private key mechanism is compared to the first encryption
processing of data interaction, privacy computing is more like the secondary encryption. Privacy computing can hide the details that all parties do not want to expose in
data interaction, and realize the trustless verification process, similar to black-box
function. It can be said that privacy computing is well adapted to the blockchain. But
privacy computing that chooses centralized processing away from the blockchain will
not be safe.
At present, the main privacy computing protocols on the market are Manta, Oasis,
zkSync, Mina, StarkNet, etc. The zk-SNARK technology adopted in privacy computing
optimizes data encryption, but it also requires more computing space. If privacy
computing protocol is purely built on the chain, large data cannot be stored. At present,
most privacy computing protocols adopt the combination of on-chain and off-chain, or
build a privacy side chain by themselves, sacrificing some decentralization in exchange
for capacity.

Source: KuCoin Labs

The embarrassing situation of privacy computing protocols is similar to coin mixers,
which are also highly technology-driven projects but are difficult to be widely used. But
in the foreseeable future, traditional institutions will enter the market one after another,
and the demand for transaction privacy will become stronger. It can also be expected
that the existing funds will start to deploy privacy computing.
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Conclusion

With abundant innovations and multi-dimensional improvements, 2021 might be
regarded the first year of blockchain innovation, which drives this year's bull market.
Various innovations for application layer and increasingly plentiful on-chain data have
laid out more diverse and optimized application scenarios for blockchain.

1

Macro Views

Traditional Financial Institutions
In 2021, traditional financial institutions have begun to add cryptocurrency into their
portfolios, driving up BTC price several times throughout the whole year. A The percentage of institutional bitcoin holders listed on the bitcointreasuries website had reached
5.48% of the total bitcoin supply as of 25 December 2021, up about 2% from October of
the same year. As a meta-cryptocurrency, BTC is undoubtedly the first choice for major
institutions. Although BTC's volatility is predicted to have a narrowing trend in 2022, the
tendency of traditional investment institutions buying in the market is expected
tobecome more and more visible, implying that corporate institutional investors would
allocate a large number of BTC assets in their portfolios. At the same time, investors
may prefer more flexible mutual funds and hedge funds as a result of the increased
diversification of investment approaches and strategies.

Source: Ecoinmetrics, KuCoin Labs
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On the one hand, this wealth effect will facilitate the development of the industry ecology,
which is bringing the capital inflow to drive all types of projects to flourish and increase
exposure, forming a virtuous cycle. On the other hand, the betting on bitcoin will also have a
limited impact on the volatility of BTC price to a certain extent, and there is also the possibility of speculative arbitrage, which could result in a 'herding effect'.

Layer1
Throughout 2021, Layer1 outperformed other altcoins. Layer1 competitors to Ethereum
have grown rapidly in the last year, with Solana, Terra, and Avalanche all outperforming
Ethereum with their significant scalability and enriched solutions, while their long-term
advantages remain focused on project development and ecosystem innovation.
BTC and ETH, on the other hand, have been gaining traction as value stores, not only as the
primary hedge assets in a portfolio, but also as hedging assets used to mitgate risk during
market pullbacks. However, as their size develops, these two tokens are projected to steadily decrease in volatility this year and remain optimistic in the medium to long term.

2

Noteworthy
Fields

DeFi
In 2021, apart from some excellent DeFi 2.0 projects, DeFi has extended to NFT,
GameFi, SocialFi, and other economicial value-added fields with a continuous stack of
innovations. However, compared to 2020, DeFi in 2021 has begun to raise concerns
regarding chain security, and authorities in several jurisdictions have begun to probe
and punish it..
On the one hand, DeFi is predicted to enhance its integration with trending topics such
as NFT, GameFi, and SocialFi in2022, bringing the economic value-added from its
financial attributes, which might spawn more innovative projects and introduce fresh
rounds of money. On the other hand, DeFi may need to consider and address more
security issues, while maximizing the positive market effects of regulation. Users may
also migrate from CEX to DEX as a result of regional laws and regulations, which should
boost the growth of DEX users in the coming year.
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NFT
In 2021, the NFT market continues to grow, with a market value of $26.9 billion. NFT
has spawned a fresh boom in the pop culture industry as a result of the launch of
projects like NBA Top Shot and Bored Ape. Subsequently, NFT is no longer restricted to
simple image forms, but has been extended to multiple verticals, including gaming,
music and social media.
On the one hand, as the essential properties of NFT are highly compatible with digital
ownership, it is expected that more and more artists and collectors will jump on board
in the future due to its verifiable ownership. By comparing the market value of real
artwork which is estimated to be worth up to $1.7 trillion, it can be presumed that the
development of NFT market still has a lot of room to grow. On the other hand, along
with the improvement of NFT verifiability and market liquidity, NFT is expected to extend
into more areas in 2022, with an increasing number of products providing value and
useful digital assets to users in a variety of ways, and the ways in which NFT holders
interact with digital media will be further deepened and expanded.GameFi

GameFi
In 2021, P2E caused a boom in GameFi, resulting in a gaming economy that draws
more non-cryptocurrency users to hold digital assets. Unlike Web 2.0 games, Web 3.0
games use a P2E paradigm that allows users/players to consume and utilize assets,
whereas Web 3.0 games create effective community ownership and incentives to
encourage downloads and retention.
However, the development of GameFi is not yet complete and mature enough to realize
the whole chain of games, which is also partially due to the insufficient technologies of
the current public blockchain. During the current transitional period, GameFi needs the
public blockchain to cooperate with the software and hardware in order to develop
jointly and provide a better user-friendly experience. P2E is the economic embodiment
of GameFi, and in the future, it would need to solve a series of technical problems and
focus on mechanism design if it wants to thrive longer. By 2022, GameFi will have
deepened integration with NFT and DeFi, demonstrating the benefits of P2E by increasing player retention and penetration.

DAO
DAOs are also one of the hot topics in the crypto industry in 2021. Its innovations are no
longer idealistic experiments, while its collective action methodologies and decentralized
governance models are slowly but steadily being implemented in a variety of disciplines.
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It is expected that in 2022, as the number of DAOs continues to grow, developers will
also further optimize infrastructure such as DAO launches and multifunctional tools.
Meanwhile, the governance model will evolve over time to allow for more effective
management.
Overall, it is still in the early stages of defining and exploring the full scope of DAO,
which remains to be observed as to howfar the future will go in terms of new open-ended, interoperable features. More businesses may be able to adopt DAOs to control parts
or all of their operational activities as more tools and modules become available.

3

2022 Outlook

Layer1
The multi-chain pattern is likely to become even more distinct in 2022, with the desire
for value flow across different blockchains, as well as the requirement of cross-chain.
The upgrade of ETH2.0 will be a profound event, implying that the fundamentals of
Ethereum will be more stable and complete, as well as bringings a certain degree of
impact on other Layer1. But on the other hand, the emerging public blockchains will
also provide more diversified solutions and layout a wider variety of protocols. Besides,
it is expected that the competition between Layer1 and Layer2 may become more fierce
in 2022.

SocialFi
Although SocialFi was proposed as early as 2017, its development was halted since the
technology available at the time was insufficient to meet expectations. In 2021, SocialFi
resurfaces in the public eye. From DeFi to GameFi to SocialFi, their development paths
and patterns is the same as those of Web2.0. By returning the platform to the end
users, the decentralization of Web3.0 can truly realize personal economy. Unlike the
P2E model, the form and mechanism of SocialFi will be far more plentiful and diversified.
It is expected that SocialFi will be one of the trending topics in 2022, combining with
NFT, DeFi, Metaverse, etc. to develop more products with scalability and stronger
value-capturing ability, making it an essential node in the transition to decentralized
social. Meanwhile regarding the application side, pan-entertainment social will also
introduce more users outside of crypto space into the world of Web3.0.
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MetaFi
Metaverse is surely one of the trendiest Web2.0 and Web3.0 themes in the second half
year of 2021, and it will continue its momentum in 2022. Aside from NFT and numerous
hardware improvements, the integration of Metaverse and DeFi is expected to be a
major highlight this year, and another innovative fusion of decentralized finance,
MetaFi, after GameFi and SocialFi. If Metaverse is considered a virtual interface parallel
to the physical world, the establishment of an economy is essential. MetaFi will provide
a parallel economic system composed of decentralized ledgers, and its current development trend has been observed through the use of NFT and P2E at the moment.
But on the other hand, most of the digital economy today is locked in an independent
Meta ecosystem because the value cannot be transferred freely across platforms.
There is a need for greaterr ecological interoperability so that digital wealth can
circulate freely. Luckily, there are already teams working towards this direction, but it
will take some time to observe if they can eventually accomplish MetaFi in its real sense.

Regulation
The whole crypto industry is potentially subject to some degree of suppression as new
regulations for cryptocurrencies are introduced in various countries. In 2022, there are
several aspects to watch for:
1) The crypto industry will strengthen its cooperation with regulators, with countries in
Europe and the US likely to take the lead in allowing liquidity;
2) Standardization of market regulation, creating uniform standards for crypto spot,
futures and other financial derivatives;
3) Protection of investors' and institutions' rights and interests, ensuring open and
transparent information disclosure, and eliminating potential risks such as money
laundering and threats to financial stability as much as possible.
On the one hand, with the entry of major traditional financial institutions into the cryptocurrency market in 2021, the opportunities and risks associated with large capital flows
will increase in the same pace, while regulators may impose greater constraints on the
industry in 2022. On the other hand, the security risks in the crypto industry are difficult
for regulators to monitor and control, and major security incidents and attacks need to
be held and controlled by technology and third-party approaches.
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Ecosystem
As more and more transactions migrate away from Ethereum, the demand for
cross-chain transactions will grow increasingly. The upside of cross-chain technology
still has a huge potential: at the current stage, the technology enables assets to move
across multiple chains, even the free flow of assets in heterogeneous chains cannot be
fully realized. However, with the continuous iteration of technology, the cross-chain
ecological demand of higher dimension such as cross-chain of information and logic,
and cross-chain between applications will be established gradually in the future. In
2022, whether it is scalability or cross-chain, it will link the application layer, which
means the two will be driven by each other. The innovations of DeFi, NFT and GameFi
will continue to boost the development and improvement of the infrastructure. Furthermore, greater emphasis might be made to the development of monolithic and modular
chains, while it is unclear which trend will be more prominent in the market in 2022.

BTC and ETH
BTC should be worth investing in as the cryptocurrency's main store of value. ETH
needs to establish stronger pillars in value support, whether by solving the scalability
issues through sharding or the deployment of Layer 2, both of which are given high
expectations. But until these are actually established, the growth and advantages of
new blockchains may have a short-term impact. The price volatilities of crypto assets
might narrow further starting in 2022. More institutions will enter the crypto space,
arranging multiple crypto assets and projects, as their desire to earn beyond the
traditional market grows.

To conclude, the crypto industry grew at a blistering pace in 2021, with a slew of innovative projects across the broad, including infrastructure, DeFi, NFT, GameFi, etc. There
is a growing spotlight on crypto, as Web 3.0 practically focuses on privacy protection,
innovation and decentralization as opposed to the monopoly and asymmetry of Web 2.0.
It is expected that in 2022, more and more public attention will be on the cryptocurrency
field with some new entrants such as High Net Wealth individuals, traditional financial
institutions and entertainment companies, which will gradually stabilize and systematize the whole industry while also bringing market capital flow and potential growth
value.
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